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Lawmakers
allow pricey probe
of gov's rival to
move forward
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
A $500,000 contract awarded
by Kentucky's Republican governor to investigate his Democratic predecessor survived a
challenge in a legislative committee Monday, prolonging a
long-running feud that has pitted one of the state's most powerful political families against
a Republican outsider intent
on upending a power structure
in which Democrats have controlled things for decades.
Democrats on the state
Government Contract Review
Committee failed to muster the
five votes required to recommend canceling the contract.
awarded to the Indiana-based
law firm of Taft, Stettinius &
Hollister to investigate the administration of former Democratic Gov. Steve Beshear. The
firm's partners include a bevy
of attorneys with Republican
connections, including Jackie Bennett Jr., one of the lead
prosecutors of former President
Bill Clinton's impeachment.
"The appearance of what you
are doing with this contract is
the greatest abuse of public
power I have ever witnessed in
my 50 years of being in Kentucky state government." said
Democratic state Sen. Julian
Carroll, who was the state's
governor from 1976 to 1980.
Republicans pushed back,
)0.

See LAWMAKERS Page 5
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"If my people, who are
called by my name, will
humble themselves and
pray and seek my face and
turn from their wicked ways,
then will I hear from heaven
and will forgive their sin and
will heal their land."
2 Chronicles 7:14
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Wet road causes injury wreck Playground
materials
discussed

By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
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ADA,KACo compliance
are factors considered
by Park Board Monday
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom

JORDAN FERGUSON/Ledger & Times
Sudden showers and wet road conditions were factors In a wreck Monday on County Line Road west of Murray on
the border of Graves County. Officers with the Calloway County Sheriff's Office said the driver of the vehicle was
northbound on County Line before losing control of the vehicle, likely due to wet road conditions. The incident
resulted In the medical transport of the driver of the overturned vehicle to Murray-Calloway County Hospital after
citing pain in her back and neck. CCSO,Calloway County Fire Rescue, Murray-Calloway County EMS Rescue and
Murray-Calloway County Ambulance Service responded to the scene.

Ongoing concerns about playgrounds and finding the materials to
fill their surfaces was the main poir
of emphasis Monday evening in the
August meeting of the Murray-Calloway County Park Board.
Board members batted aroutiit
the subject in an at-times spirited
discussion as they sought the beg,'
way to bring playgrounds at Centrill
and Chestnut parks - along with a
playground at the Bee Creek soc-.
cer complex - not only into compliance with the federal Americans
with Disabilities Act but also when
it came to being insured within the
Kentucky Association of Counties..
Eventually, Chairman Jasoll
Lovett took control of the meeting
by reminding the members that
this is an issue that has been facing
them for the better part of a .),ear.
and the time had come to take ac00 See PLAYGROUND Page 5

Fire in Lakeway Shores
leaves one house gutted
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledger.com
No injuries were reported from
a Sunday night fire that gutted a
house in eastern Calloway County.
Calloway County Fire Rescue
received the call at about 9:30 that
was first reported as a grease fire
near the back porch of a residence
on Hillcrest Drive in the Lakeway
Shores subdivision near Kentucky
Lake, about eight miles east of
Murray. CCFR Capt. Andy Harrell
said Monday that the fire quickly spread and soon engulfed the
two-story brick-and-wood structure.
"It was burning pretty good by
the time we got there. It was fully
involved," Harrell said. "It hadn't

broken through the roof by that
point, and we realized soon why.
The house had a metal roof on
it and flames aren't going to get
through that too easily.
"The bad part about that,
though, is everything below that's
inside the house just gets burned up
because the heat stays there. Also,
with it being a brick house (except
for a wooden exterior on one side)
topped with a metal roof,there was
nowhere to breach, really, so getting to the fire itself took a while.
We were finally able to breach the
roof in a couple of a places, but still
weren't able to get a whole lot of
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
water into the fire from that. Still,
you're talking about furniture and White smoke continued to rise Monday morning from a house that was the scene
of a fire Sunday night along Hilicrest Drive in eastern Calloway County. Calloway
S- See FIRE Page 2. County Fire Rescue Capt. Andy Harrell said no injuries resulted from the blaze.

Students have smooth transition at MSU
JORDAN
FERGUSON
Murray
Ledger & Times
Students and
their parents
unload at one
of the residential
colleges
Saturday, one
of two move-In
days slated for
Murray State
students.
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By JORDAN FERGUSON
jferguson@murrayledger corn

Carlisle teacher arrested
after turning herself in

Residents in Murray may have
noticed a sharp uptick in number
of people around town at the onset
of the week,as students returned to
the campus of Murray State University in droves to tackle the fall
semester.
As always. with the influx of
new students comes an increase in
traffic around the community,especially on move-in day. As incoming freshmen arrived on Saturday,

Special to The Ledger
A Carlisle County substitute teacher was arrested Monday after allegedly having sex with
two 16-year-old male students.
On June 28. Kentucky State Police Post 1 received a report of a Carlisle County substitute
teacher having inappropriate contact with two
male students. During the investigation, it wag
.determined that Kasey Warren, 27, of Bardwel
had sexual relations with two juvenile male students, both 16 years of age, which occurred )72:
McCracken County.
••••
On Friday,she was indicted by the McCradK

See TRANSITION Page 2
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WEATHER

TODAY
82

TOMORROW
82

71

/2

Daily Forecast
Showers
Tuesday:
and thunderstorms likely.
Cloudy, with a high near
eq. West southwest wind
around 6 mph. Chance of
precipitation is 70 percent.
Tuesday Night: A 50
percent chance of showers and thunderstorms.
Cloudy, with a low around
71. Light west southwest
wind.
50
Wednesday: A
percent chance of showers and thunderstorms.
Cloudy, with a high near
82. Southwest wind 3 to 6
mph.
Night:
Wednesday
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 72. Light southwest wind.
Thursday: A 30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with a high near
84. Calm wind becoming
southwest around 6 mph

In the afternoon.
Thursday Night: A 20
percent chance of showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 70. Southwest
wind 3 to 5 mph.
Friday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 83. South
wind 3 to 6 mph.
Friday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 70.
South wind around 5 mph.
Saturday: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a high near 83. Southwest
wind 5 to 8 mph.
Night: A
Saturday
chance of showers and
Mostly
thunderstorms.
cloudy, with a low around
wind
Southwest
68.
around 6 mph.
Sunday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with
a high near 81. Northwest
wind 5 to 7 mph.
Sunday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low'around
63. North northeast wind 3
to 6 mph.
Monday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 81. North
northeast wind 3 to 6 mph.

Two injured in Mitsey Road/80 wreck
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DAVID SNOW/ Ledger & Times
5:15 p.m. Monday, the red
about
at
deputies,
Sheriff's
According to Calloway County
and
Ford was traveling southbound on Kirksey Road about 4 3/4 miles west of Murray
was
SUV
Dodge
black
The
80.
Kentucky
of
went through a stop sign at the intersection
Ford
traveling eastbound on Kentucky 80 and hit the side of the Ford. The driver of the
the
of
driver
the
while
was taken by ambulance to Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
driver's
Neither
Center.
Medical
Purchase
Jackson
to
Dodge was taken by her husband
Injuries were reported to be life-threatening.

•TEACHER...

III Students have smooth TRANSITION at MSU...
.•

From front

t'slime residents of the community may
lteve been bracing for chaos, with a se„vies of new faces to the Murray corrunut.pty potentially struggling to get their
arings.
i This year, however, the process
0 eenied to go off with minimal incon.4enience to year-round residents of
urray, thanks in part to the way MSU
as spread out the dates for incoming
;•eitudents to occupy their dorm rooms in
:!ecent years.
it was a very smooth pro* "Overall,
'acess,” said Don Robertson, vice presi;Vent of student affairs at Murray State.
:we really didn't do anything different
4:01than in recent years). Obviously, with
Coew Franklin (Residential College)
ning, that hadn't been there in the
Ape'
t, so we had to adjust the traffic
ws a little bit, but it seemed to flow

il

t

t

Ita

••0..W.: Rather than try and get all the stu••
:4nts in the dorms within a series of

The City of Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5 p.m.
Tuesday in the City Council
chambers of Murray City Hall,
104 N. Fifth St. Agenda items include: Final plat review for Kennedy Layne Subdivision, 1721
N. Fourth St., Sugar Creek Investments, LLC; recommendation to accept new street known
as Keepers Way for maintenanace by City of Murray; public
hearing for text amendment to
Section 1 Article 2 of the Zoning
Ordinance as it pertains to definitions (Phase 2 of 3).
•The City or Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. in the City Council
chambers of City Hall. Agenda
items include: Public heating for
dimensional variance request to
allow a recreational vehicle in
front driveway, 1544 Whippoorwill Drive, Kenneth Collins; public hearing for temporary signage at 1051 N. 16th St. Suite
F, Mega Gym; review for tabled
item for dimensional variance to
add a third free-standing sign
at 506 N. 12th St., Fast Pace
Urgent Care; public hearing for
dimensional variance request to
alter a non-conforming sign at
912 S. 12th St., Sears; public
hearing; review of an administrative appeal on height and location of entrance and fence at
Kandi Kay Lane.
-To report a Town Crier item,
phone 270-753-1916.

"I think we got the word out that
consecutive days, the university began
trickling students into the dorms as they were coming. Of course, we had a
large group come in on Wednesday, so
soon as Wednesday of last week.
"We had a large number come in on we kind of spread it out," he said."We
Wednesday and we had a large number have (been doing this) for the past few
on Saturday and (Sunday). With the years because of sorority recruitment,
upperclass students that was a steady Racer Band and several large groups
flow," Robertson said. "There really need to come in a few days early. It
were no complications and no real is- didn't all just happen on Saturday like
sues. People seemed to get in and out a few years back - we still had a large
number - but that is the advantage of
with no problems.
having it spread out over a few days.
on
there
out
"We had a lot of people
Saturday to help get people moved in. They don't all hit at one time.
"We were pleased, and I have talked
People left satisfied. We had some of
the usual homesick problems, but over- to folks. The move-in to the buildings
all, we were pleased. I didn't see any- went well. We had a lot of faculty and
thing that bottlenecked or caused any staff out there to help. Students have
been involved in the programs we have
concerns."
scheduled for them."
on
university
the
Traffic surrounding
Among the scheduled activities for
Saturday was increased, but nowhere
near the chaotic mess some Murray students either returning to campus or
residents may come to expect when stu- setting foot in Murray for the first time
dents come back to town. This is some- included Great Beginnings, a series of
thing Robertson attributed to getting the activities designed to keep students enword out in the community in prepara- gaged and help familiarize themselves
with MSU and the community which
tion for their return.

Sell Your Home Through

KOPPERUD
REALTY!
fr..1

houses the university.
Robertson said a fair amount of activities are aimed at getting students
comfortable with Murray State's campus, including familiarizing them with
their residential college and the campus
of MSU itself. There are also a series
of ice-breaking exercises designed to
help students socialize with others in
hopes of combating any homesickness,
which Robertson said is always an issue
among incoming freshmen.
The other aspect of Great Beginnings took place over the weekend in
the CFSB Center at Murray State, with
local businesses setting up booths to
help students find out what the city of
Murray has to offer them, should they
find time away from their studies.
"We try to have the right mix, where
we want to keep the students busy so
they don't get homesick, but not too
much so they don't get worn out before
classes start," Robertson said. "I think
we have that, so it has been a good start
so far." MI

From front
County
en
grand jury of
three counts of
third-degree
sodomy and
three counts of
third-degree
rape.
Warren
was employed
by the CarlCounty
isle
Warren
School system
for the last
half of the 2015-16 school year,
when she met the two juveniles.
On Monday, she turned herself
in to the Kentucky State Police.
She is currently lodged in the
McCracken County Jail.
The investigation is continuing by Detective-Eric Fields.
Warren will be arraigned on
Sept. 15. II

bit

•FIRE in Lakeway Shores...
From front
carpet and other things inside,
so there was a lot of fuel for this
fire."
Harrell said the fire appears
accidental, apparently having
started on a wooden back porch,
which allowed the fire to build
quickly. He said it is not known
how long the fire was burning
before it was noticed.
All occupants of the residence got out, he said, after
apparently realizing that the
fire had grown to such a point
it could not be controlled by
equipment at the house.
"They absolutely did the
right thing by getting out of
there," Harrell said. "If you see
that a fire has grown to a point
that you can't stop it, don't wait
... get on out of there and get
away from it. They did very
well with that."
Harrell said CCFR had a
strong response with eight units
supplying about 2.5 firefighters,

several of which came in tanker trucks that were able to keep
pumpers supplied with enough
water to keep the fire confined
mainly to the inside of the building.
Harrell said even though the
waters of Kentucky Lake were
within viewing distance of the
scene, no water from the lake
was obtained. The house was
also too far inland for CCFR's
fire boat to be utilized, an option that is now available for the
agency with the acquisition of
that unit from the East Marshall
Fire District more than a year
ago.
"The tankers had enough water in them to keep our pumpers
filled," he said, estimating that
four or five tankers from CCFR
stations throughout the county
responded."We have a separate
tanker channel on our radios for
just those units to communicate
with each other, and that helps
us with, first, getting the word
out that we need tankers, but

it also helps us once we're at a
scene with getting them lined
up where we can have one feed
a pumper truck, then we move
the next one up, and it does the
same thing."
Harrell said units stayed on
the scene until about 1:30 a.m.
Monday.•
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dbatteigerOmurra
Few sights are as awesotbe as
Missouri. You can see the arch
impressive part of the city's sky
If you're considering a day
-hour
drive from Murray — the G
However,
if you have already climbed
structure,
Rick Lino, Interpretative Spec
Service, said there are several sites to add
ur travel,
"The first thing I would do is get a'
's guide
St.
Louis Convention and Visitors
,"he said,"Ifou're
interested in the Arch,I would
asing your tickets
online. Weekends can be busy,
'II want to do that."
Ziino said that tickets to go
f the Gateway Arch
can be purchased at gateway
'ckets. He said that
tickets for the riverboat cruise, a
cruise that gives you
a water view of the Gateway Arch, can also be
that site.
"Summer is a busy time, and,
U hate for
arrive to find there's a two-hour,
"he said."
purchasing (is the best way)to
Gate w.
Ziino said that most peo
vel to St.
Gateway Arch,but there are
p in mind
"Tirreis a lot of
oa ugh
"There's^ limitectiru
Arch). There's vending
there's a cafe
k and on the boat,
dogs and popcorn
He said that the cons
und the
city is in the process of bu.
sewn and parking,but visi
the muSeum in the Old
"There are a few ite
Ward Expansion exhibit,
way Arch)," he said."
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Automobile Club will meet
The Twin Lakes Region of the Antique Automobile Club of America will meet at 6 p.m.
Thursday, Aug. 18, at The Crossroads. Club
membership is open to anyone with an interest
in automobiles. For more information, contact
Howard Brandon at 270-753-5960 or Charles
Forberg at 270-436-2735.
Martha

!Finney Andrus,

Line dance class offered

A line dance class will be held at 5:30 p.m.
every Wednesday at the American Legion Hall.
Class fee is $5. A couples line dance class will
be at 6:30 p.m. and class fee is $10 or $10 for
14oth classes. For more information,call Donna at 731-445-0080 or
show up for the class. Everyone is welcome.

. community editor

Women's conference will be in Paris
The Paris-Henry County Chamber of Commerce will sponsor
a women's conference at 11:30 a.m. Friday, Aug. 19, at the Paris
Country Club, Paris, Tennessee. Vallie Smith Collins, a survivor of
the US Airways crash into the Hudson River, will be the keynote
speaker. Seating is limited and reservations are required. The cost
is $25 which includes lunch. Reservations may be made by calling
731-643-3431 or email monicasmith@paristnchamber.com.

Nancy
band M
terworth
Murray;
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Gibbs
Butterw
of Bento
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Veterans assistance offered
Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits on Tuesday,Aug.
16, Wednesday,Aug. 17,and Thursday,Aug. 18,at the Mayfield VA
Clinic at 1253 Paris Road. Walk-ins will be scheduled an appoint&tent. Call 270-247-2455, ext. 73905 or email ronald.mcclure@
ky.gov.

CASA fundraiser to be held
Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) for Children will
host a hamburger cookout fundraiser from 10:30 a.m.-2 p.m. on Friday. Aug. 19. in the parking lot of CASA at 1003 Poplar St. Hamburger or cheeseburger with chips and dessert is $5 per person and
delivery is available for 10 or more orders. Email orders to rodawson@murrayhospital.org by Aug. 18 at 4 p.m. For more information
or questions,call Ryan at 2770-227-5893.

Kids Care for Hunger to host session
Murray's Kids Care for Hunger will host a packaging session on
Saturday, Aug. 20,at the Stahler Farm on Kentucky 121 South. Vol
unteers of all ages are needed to assist in packaging ingredients for
a fortified macaroni and cheese product that helps to feed families in
Calloway County.The sessions will be from 9-11 a.m. and 11 a.m.-1
Call the Murray's Kids Care office at 270-753-1492 or show up
the day of the event.

Photo provided
years;
Patsy and
for
53
married
been
have
who
Parker,
and
Mitzi
CELEBRATING MARRIAGE: Pictured from left are Dan
George Oakley, who recently celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary; and Richard and Annie Knight, married for 51 years.
The three couples, their children and grandchildren have been friends for many years.

Special to the Ledger
The Murray Walk to Defeat ALS will be Saturday, Sept. 10,at the
CFSB Center on the campus of Murray State University. Registration begins at 8 a.m., the 5 kilometer (3.1-mile) run starts at 9 a.m.
and the walk begins at 9:15 a.m.
The Walk to Defeat ALS is an annual event to raise awareness of
and generate funding for the disease of Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis(ALS),commonly known as Lou Gehrig's DisPase
ALS is a neurodegenerative disease that usually attacks both upper and lower motor neurons and causes degeneration throughout
the brain and spinal cord. A common first 'Yniptom iS a painless
weakness in a hand,foot,arm or leg, which occurs in More than half
of all cases. Other early symptoms include speech, swallowing or
walking difficulty. Currently there is no cure for this disease.
The annual walk event is utilized to heighten awareness of the disease in the western Kentucky area. This is the only walk that takes
place in Kentucky west of Louisville. The majority of the funds
raised are devoted to patient care services within the state of Kentucky. The rest is devoted to research to find a cure for this disease.
Any funds donated can be specifically designated to either area by
the donor.
Registration for the 5K run or the walk may be done online at alsa.
org/Murray,or at the event site the day of the walk. The chairman of
this event is Scott Benson,and he may be reached at 270-767-3823
or email at benson.scott@basco.com.

Town and Gown Chorale to begin
• Murray State University Town and Gown Chorale will begin rehearsals for its fall session at 6:30 p.m. Monday, Aug. 22, in Room
314 of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building on the MSU campus.
There is no audition required for membership; however, a voice
placement hearing will be used to assist in assigning singers to the
appropriate voice part. There is no registration fee to be a member
of the choir. All singers are encouraged to participate. For questions
or more information,contact Dr. Bradley Almquist at 270-809-4288.

Film series to be shown at CCPL
In celebration of the 100th anniversary of the National Park Service, the Calloway County Public Library and Fort Donelson National Battlefield will present a film featuring Ken Burns' series,
-The National Parks: America's Best Idea." "Great Nature," will be
shown at the CCPL from 6-8:15 p.m. Thursday,Aug. 18. The public
is invited to attend and bring a dinner to enjoy while viewing the
film. Popcorn and drinks will be served.

Authors Support Group plans meeting
'The Murray Authors Support Group will meet from 1:30-3 p.m.
Saturday, Aug. 20, at Brookdale Murray. Karen Welch will be the
speaker and a social time will be from 1-1:30 p.m. Those interested
are welcome to attend.

Need Line issues updated lists
of items needed for clients pantry

Legion officers offer help to veterans
Service officers Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy of American Legion Post 73 will be available from 1-4 p.m. each Wednesday to
,Assist veterans and their families who need to file VA claims at 310
•Bee Creek Drive. No appointment is necessary, and all are served
,on a first-come basis. For more information, call Kennedy at 270752-3333.

:NAM Support Group to meet Thursday
The NAM1/Murray Family Support Group will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday, Aug. 18, at the Educational Services Building of Murtiy-Calloway County Hospital on the corner of Eighth and Elm
4treets. This group is for family and friends of someone diagnosed
with a mental illness such as bipolar, major depression,schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, panic disorder, post-traumatic
stress disorder and borderline personality disorder. At each meeting,
a sharing and support time lets attendees be heard in a safe, confidential and welcoming environment. For more information, call
270-748-6133.

Photo provided

The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club met Aug. 4 at the Murray Woman's
Clubhouse. Guest speaker Chris Bethel presented information on the benefits, pleasures and challenges of beekeeping.
The department welcomed new members Judy Atkerson,
Debbie Bell, Rita Cummings and Janay McKee. The hostesses were Jane Hardin and Sue White. Pictured are Department
Chairman Dee Morgan and Chris Bethel.
MWC GARDEN DEPT.:

Fern Terrace...your personal care home...

"...where we are all onefamily!"

TIRED OF RISING
TV PRICES?

1111

Stop paying too much for Cable and
switch to DISH. Better entertainment
at a better price!

SAT GOODBYE TO CABLE MO HELLO
TO THE HOPPE*r RON DISK
•Record up to 16 snows at once
• Watch 100% of yogi live TV channeis and
neconings arrypAsercA
• Built-in Netflat app for easy access'
• Never lase your re•note awn we the
Remote Locator
•44(-reedy(Regimes 4K NI

Our residents enjoy...
Live Music• Games•Exercise
Religious Services• And so much more!
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1505 Stadium View Dr.• Murray• www.femterrace.com
Karen Glover. Administrator• Tamara Elkins, Asst. Administrator
aii6111

Special to the Ledger
Need Line has issued an updated request for items needed which
includes peanut butter, tuna, salmon, Jiffy corn meal, tuna helper,
jelly, pancake mix and syrup, beanie weenies, spaghetti, complete
meals in a box, macaroni and cheese,spaghetti sauce,canned pasta,
dry milk, shelf-stable milk, eggs, bread, buns, hot dogs, chicken,
pork.beef and lunch meat.Personal hygiene items are extremely low
and items needed are deodorant for men and women,toothbrushes,
disposable razors for men and women,toilet tissue, bar soap,shampoo, dish liquid, baby wipes, dish detergent, size 4 diapers, Ziplock storage bags(one-and two-gallon sizes) and hotel or travel-size
shampoo, lotions and soap. Large brown bags are also requested.
Farmers with surplus garden vegetables and fruits are welcome to
bring them to Need Line, which has a cooler to keep the produce
fresh until it is distributed. Need Line is located at 509 N. Eighth
St. and is open from 10 am.-4 p.m. Monday-Friday. Need Line is a
United Way agency. For more information,call 270-753-6333.
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Don Murdock, 76, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Saturday, Aug. 13, 2016, at Vanderbilt Hospital in
Nashville,Tennessee.
He was born Aug. 13, 1940,in Veeclersburg,Indiana, to Forrest Byrl Murdock and Pearl Frances
Rice Murdock.
He was the former owner and operator of Murdock's Garage, a farmer and retired from Briggs
and Stratton. He was a U.S. Army veteran and a
member of Northside Baptist Church and Murray
Masonic Lodge 105 F&AM. He was a very avoid
Murdock
golfer.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
death by a brother, Raymond Murdock; a sister,
Marjorie Fletcher; a sister-in-law, Shirley Murdock; and a niece, Shelly Murdock.
Mr. Murdock is survived by his wife, Linda
Murdock of Murray, whom he married June 8,
1963, in Golden Pond, Kentucky; four daughters,
Nancy Overbey and husband Mickey and Brenda Luther and husband Morris, all of Murray,Tonya Estes of Benton and Rayann Butterworth and husband Jeff of Murray; one son, Gary Murdock of
Murray; nine grandchildren,Tylena and Tanner Estes of Benton,Brian Overbey and wife Lee, Kyle Overbey, Chance Overbey, LeAnne
Gibbs and husband Todd,Ellyn Luther,Lake Butterworth and Olivia
Butterworth, all of Murray; four great-grandchildren, Hunter Estes
of Benton,Aiden,Audrey and Anderson Overbey,all of Murray; and
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Aug. 17, 2016, at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Brett Miles and CE. Brasher
officiating. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery. Visitation
will be from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday,Aug. 16, 2016,at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Soup for the Soul,P.O.
Box 1001, Murray, KY 42071 or Shriners Hospital for Children,
1900 Richmond Road, Lexington, KY 40502.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Robert'Shane' Hefllin
Robert "Shane” Heflin, 43, of Mayfield, Kentucky, died Thursday Aug. 11, 2016, in Wickliffe,
Kentucky.
He attended Pryorsburg Baptist Church. He was
employed as an LPN at Countryside of Barclwell.
He was a 1991 graduate of Graves County High
School, 1997 graduate of Murray State University
and a graduate of WKCTC nursing program.
He was preceded in death by his grandparents,
Fred Sr. and Virginia Heflin, Robert Elmer "Boots"
and Lola Sanderson; and his father-in-law, Bobby
Heflin
Jackson.
Mr. Heflin is survived by his wife of 19 years,
LeeAnn Jackson Heflin; his mother, Doris Heflin of Mayfield; his
father, Ron Heflin and wife Linda of Lone Oak; two sons, Jackson
Drake Heflin and Sawyer Nash Heflin; two sisters, Lisa Heflin of
Mayfield and Michelle Gibson of Cunningham; his mother-in-law,
Delber Ann Calhoun and husband David of Hickory; two brothersin-law, Scott Jackson and wife Tiffany of Paducah and Lee Jackson
of Mayfield; and a sister-in-law, Leslie Renken and husband Brian
of Spirit Lake,Iowa.
The funeral service will be at 11 a.m. Tuesday, Aug. 16, 2016,
at Byrn Funeral Home in Mayfield with Marshall Ivey officiating.
Burial will follow in the Highland Park Cemetery. Pallbearers will
be Brad Greer, Robert Whitford, Kelly Hutchins, Frankie McKinney, Lynn Forsee, Lee Jackson, Scott Jackson and Wayne Wheeler.
Visitation was from 5-8 p.m. Monday, Aug. 15, 2016, at the funeral
home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Pryorsburg Baptist
Church, The Heflin Boys Memorial Fund, c/o First National Bank,
101 East Broadway, Mayfield, KY,42066.
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, is in charge of arrangements.

Fentanyl use increasing in Ky.

FUNERAL NOTICE

Norma Jean Thomas,66,of Murray, Kentucky,died at 10:59 pm.
Thursday, Aug. 11,2016, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was born June 28, 1950, in Murray, to Augusta and Ruth
Ilmt_Funeral Home. MayfIId
Skinner Williams, who preceded her in death.
She worked as a CNA in the Murray area and was a member of
Robert 'Shane' Heflin,43
St. John Baptist Church.
The funeral service will be at 11 am.Tuesday,Aug. 16.2016,
Mrs.Thomas is survived by her husband,Donnie "Boone" Thomat the funeral home. Burial will follow in Highland Park Cemeas Sr.; daughters Felicia Alfred and husband Stephan of Louisville
tery.
and Stacy Thomas of Paducah; son Donnie Ray Thomas Jr. of Murray; stepdaughter Deneshia Collins and husband Mario of Murray;
sisters Frances Williams of Lexington, Willie Nell Lester and husband Anthony of Lima, Ohio, Linda Freeman of Paris, Tennessee,
and Ethel Thomas and husband Jerry of Murray; brothers Stephon
Reed and wife Jennifer of Paris, Thomas Reed and wife Earlene of
Columbus,Ohio,and Phillip Williams and wife Candy of San Antonio,Texas; and several grandchildren, nieces and nephews.
The funeral service will be at 1 p.m. Wednesday, Aug. 17, 2016,
at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with burial to follow in
Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be after 11 a.m. Wednesday,
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger S Times
Aug. 17,2016,at the funeral home.
This photo shows how filler material was washed out
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
from inside the playground at the Bee Creek soccer comBlalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangeplex In Murray.
ments.

•PLAYGROUND...

Virginia Tharpe Wilkins

being compliant?" Hendricks
Virginia Tharpe Wilkins,94,of Murray. Kentucky,died Monday, From front
asked with his question more
Aug. 15, 2016, at Spring Creek Healthcare, Murray.
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes Funeral Home & Cremato- tion of some kind. With that, a related to the ADA spectrum.I
ry, downtown Murray. III
unanimous vote was given for ask that because I think we need
the Planning and Construction to know exactly what is needed
committees of the board to take in case we face being told by
over the process and formulate a court that we're not and that
we're going to be. And I can tell
the plan.
"I'm hoping that the next you (Hendricks being an attorBeshear's administration, in- time we're meeting
From front
(at the reg- ney), the courts are not going to
cluding awarding lucrative ular meeting for the month of care if you've got money probpointing out that Beshear's state contracts to friends and September), we'll be talking lems. We need to try and avoid
administration
approved allies and forcing state work- about what's been done," Lovett that."
contracts with the Lexington ers to donate money to Dem- said after the meeting.
Parks Director Lindsey Harlaw firm Stites and Harbison, ocratic candidates and causes.
Lovett observed that the lan said ADA compliance is a
Bevin launched an investi- problem facing the board is moving target.
which employed Beshear
"It changes a lot," she said,
both before and after his term gation, using a state law that complex in that Parks and Recas governor. And they not- gives Finance Cabinet Sec- reation, as has been the case explaining it as a week-to-week
ed that one of Beshear's top retary William Landrum the for several years, is financial- issue in some cases.
*Activities Director John
officials, former Personnel power to subpoena witnesses. ly strapped and cannot combat
Cabinet Secretary Tim Long- Landrum also hired former most projects without assistance Gorrell said registration for a
meyer, has pleaded guilty to U.S. Marshal Kenneth F. Bo- from outside interests, namely fall kickball league opens a,t
hac as his inspector general to the Calloway County and City 6 p.m. Thursday at the Mur.
federal bribery charges.
ray-Calloway County Chamof Murray governments.
"I'm not sure here what my lead the investigation.
Steve
Beshear
has
fiercely
Calloway County Judge-Ex- ber of Commerce office on
colleagues on the other side
of the aisle are afraid of. All denied the allegations, saying ecutive Larry Elkins last month North 12th Street. He said he
we want to do is get to the Bevin has declared war on pledged $5,000 from the fiscal already has commitments from
court to be used with helping two teams (consisting of 10 to
truth," said Republican state him and his family.
Monday, Democrats ques- solve the problem. So far, no 20 players age 14 and up) and
Rep. Brad Montell. "Five
hundred thousand dollars is tioned Bevin's ethics for official commitment has been would like to be able to field
a lot of money. But I would awarding the contract. An, made by the city, but board several more. Ten players at a
say it's a drop in the bucket other firm, Louisville-based members Jeremy Bell and Lin- time are needed for defense.
The season starts Sept. 8.
compared to the millions of MMN Consulting, offered da Cherry, both Murray City
Anyone
wanting to participate
Council
members,
did
say
the
a
rate
of
$123 per hour. But
dollars that may have been
can phone the Parks and Recreissue
has
been
discussed
within
Bevin
chose
the
Taft
law
tainted."
ation office at 270-762-0325.
Gov. Matt Bevin took of- firm, which will charge $250 that body.
'The new entrance to the
Maintenance
Director
Steve
an
hour.
Democratic
state
fice in December, replacing
Bee
Creek complex is now
Wilhelm
brought
figures to the
Beshear, who could not seek Rep. Brent Yonts noted the
open,
meaning Rickman Way
board
he
obtained
through
incontract
includes attorney Jay
re-election because of term
is now closed to through traffic.
vestigating
the
cost
for
a
type
of
Dickerson,
who
has
donated
limits. Bevin rescinded severIn her director's report, Harlan
al of Beshear's executive or- money to Republican candi- mulch that is specific for play- said that the east parking lot of
ground
use
and
recommended
dates,
and
attorney
John
Nalders, removed his wife from
the complex is now accessible
the Kentucky Horse Park bandian, the general counsel for such facilities. Those fig- via Bee Creek Drive off North
ures
included
the
cost
for
all
Commission, and announced for the Kentucky Republican
seven playgrounds under Parks Fourth Street, while the main
he would dismantle kynect, Party Central Committee.
and
Recreation's umbrella with parking lot may be arrossed
"Is this 'pay to play'? That's
the health insurance exchange
the
cost
being $21 per square through the new west entrance
Beshear started under the fed- what it smells and looks like,"
cubic
yard,
which amounts to off North 12th Street or the
Yonts said.
eral Affordable Care Act.
north entrance at Southwood
Landrum said the contract a total cost of $9,282 when Drive. II
Beshear responded by startBee
Creek's
playground
is
not
ing a nonprofit organization went to the Taft law firm be- included, $10,710 when Bee
dedicated to raising money cause it is larger and has more Creek is included.
MIARAI
to oppose Bevin and his pol- resources to devote to the inPea gravel and sand are
icies, an unprecedented act vestigation. He pledged the also being considered as filler
1001 Whitnell Ave.
of a former governor open- investigation would be con- materials, perhaps on a tempoMurray,KY 42071-1040
Phone 270-753-1916
ly criticizing his successor. ducted fairly.
rary-fix basis until more fund"I will be judged by these
Fax 270-753-1927
And Attorney General Andy
ing could be found for installing
Beshear, Steve Beshear's son, results. I understand that. mulch later.
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 am.- 5:00 p.a.
Closed Sat. & Su..
has sued Bevin at least three This government, this state
However, board member
and administration will be Chris Hendricks produced a
Mike Davis,Publisher
times over his decisions.
mdarisamurrayiedger.com
In April, Bevin announced judged by these results," he rather interesting question as he
his staff had uncovered ex- said. "This is what I'm after, joined the discussion.
Alice Rouse, Publisher Emeritss
amples of corruption in honesty and integrity."•
"What exactly is required for
David Snow, Managing Editor

II LAWMAKERS...

Recently, the DEA sent out a
warning to law enforcement agencies urging officers not to conduct
Fentanyl, an opioid painkiller field testing on suspected fentanyl
50 to 100 times more powerful than and to instead package it and send
morphine, was found in the toxi- it off to a crime lab for testing, he
cology screens of 420 people who said.
died in Kentucky last year of drug
Most often when police encounoverdoses.
ter fentanyl, it's found in heroin or
That's a 247 percent increase being sold as heroin. But with the
from 2014, when 121 people who availability of pill presses, some
died of drug overdoses had fentanyl dealers are using fentanyl to make
in their toxicology screens, accord- pills that look like real pharmaceuing to numbers provided by Van tical products such as oxycodone.
Ingram, executive director for the
"If an individual buys pills off
Kentucky Office of Drug Control the street, there is really no assurPolicy.
ance that what it says on the pill is
"We're seeing a huge uptick in really what they are getting because
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
fentanyl in Kentucky," Ingram said. of the black market use of pill Two men who spent more than
Pharmaceutical fentanyl is used presses and other drugs," Bowling 20 years in prison for a "satanic"
in hospitals during surgery and is Green-Warren County Drug Task murder in 1992 have been freed
also provided in pain patches to Force Director Tommy Loving after their convictions were vapeople with severe, chronic pain, said."By buying pills on the street, cated by a Kentucky judge.
Garr Keith Hardin and Jeffrey
such as a cancer patient. But un- it could actually turn out to be a falike opioid pain pills that have been tal error in judgment."
Dewayne Clark were released
diverted to the black market for
The DEA has seized pills all on bond Monday, according to
years, pharmaceutical fentanyl isn't over the country that look like one media reports. Meade County
what street dealers or drug abusers drug but in reality concha illegally Circuit Judge Bruce T. Butler
overturned their convictions last
produced fentanyl, Ingram said.
are using,Ingram said.
"It's really scary stuff with peo- month in the murder of 19-year"We're not seeing pharmaceutical fentanyl being diverted but in- ple making their own opioids and old Rhonda Sue Warford.
The 1995 conviction was
stead it is being produced out of the shipping them across the country,"
based in part on a prosecution
country and being smuggled in," he said.
"What we're seeing is a lot of claim that a hair found on her
Ingrain said.
The drug is being made in clan- fentanyl analogs as well. It's not body was a "microscopic match"
destine labs primarily in Mexico the same chemical compound you for Hardin. The Innocence Projwould find in pharmaceutical fen- ect fought for new testing, which
and China, he said.
"We've not seen a lot of labs in tanyl. You don't know what you're revealed the hair didn't come
the United States, although there getting. or how powerful it is," In- from Hardin.
Prosecutors also told jurors
have been a few. The real danger gram said.
Narcotics investigators in War- that items at the crime scene
of fentanyl is it is so powerful that
skin exposure or powder exposure ren County haven't seen much of were part of a satanic ritual. Butler found no evidence Warford's
through the mouth and nose can put the drug. Loving said.
"But we're very much aware of murder was inspired by Satanlaw enforcement at great risk," Inism. NI
it, and it's dangerous," he said. MI
gram said.
By Deborah Highland
Bowling Green Daily News
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Kentucky men freed in
'satanic' murder case
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DISCLAIMER

allilla 1lilahatLE141111112a
Subject to conditions prescribed by the Fulton
Independent Schools Board of Education, sealed
bids for a lump-aim contract are invited for the
following wart: General Contract (all trades),
Prciject Number. BO/16457 Description of Work:
TPO roof replacement.
Project Cost Range is anticipated to be under
$120,000.

$10.00 Clibunsi
40% Discount
(AU 3 Ads Moat Run Nithivt a Period.)
column inch extra for Mooday
per
$3.36

Procedures Bidding documents will be available to
prime bidders at Paducah Blueprint after August 6,
2016. Documents may be viewed at Paducah
Blueprint, AGC West KY Plan Room, and West TN
Plan Room:
A pre-bid meeting will be held on August 15, 2016
at 1:30 PM. at Fulton Independent School Board
Office.

$6.25 First Day - 20
Over 20 words$
Additional Consecutive
$.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Sa
,(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart

Bids will be received on August 25, 2016 at 2:00 pm
local time at Fulton Independent Board of
Education Office, 304 West State Line Road, Fulton,
KY.
Bid security in the amount of 5% of the bid amount
should be submitted with the bid.

The publisher maintains the right to rmecl or edit any
submitted matter

This Advertisement for Bids document is issued by
Ace Design Group, LLC, 1616-A Highway 121
Bypass North, Murray, KY 42071.
Phone: 270-759-4420
Bryant
MATTHEW
please call 270-4892911 to discuss parts
and labor on your 2004
Ford Truck or legal
actions will be taken.

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.

To Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale

Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible fdr only one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be reported i
mmediately so
corrections can be

Call (270) 753-19

em
cLassifiedf,murraylecigisr.

or stop by o
office at 1001 'Whitn
•Office Hours:
Monday-Frida
8:00 a.m.-500 p.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927

• -0):17

1X2 AD

CALL NICK1
270-753-1916

BOG()
1/2
OFF

(ad size)

(ad sue)

BOGO 1/2
OFF
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'THE Murray Ledge
-c•Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Subscribe today
to get the latest news &

don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.comi

Help Warded
LABORERS Needed.
Must be experienced in
mowing and lawn
maintenance.
Call 270-214-1235.
Part time worker. Apply
in person at Chnstan
Childcare Center, 810
Whitnell Street.
NOW Hiring!!!
House Keeping
Apply in person only.
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N. Murray Ky.
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting professional
painters with 2 years
experience, painters
trainee program positions are also available.
Call 270-753-6895 to
apply and leave voice
message. Benefit program include 401k and
vacations. No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE
JCPENNY
Immediate openings
available for, sales
associates, and
operations team.
Early mornings, and
daytime positions
270-759-1400

Hap 11lantsd

MECHANIC

-A local company is seeking to employ
itiverienced mechanic. R
Include the maintenance and
vehicles, small gas engines,
engines, boat motors, and h
pneurnabc tools, as well as
vehicle inspections, pre and
equipment inspections, and
gamma maintenance and f
enance. A CDL license and
experience is a plus. This
require some travel and
weekend and evening
This Is a full-time position with
vacation, and retellings*
must be hardworldng
Individuals with a
attitude.

tic

EQUIPMENT operator
with CDL class A
Licence- Excavator.
Skid steer, dozer, tractor experience
Labor- with driver
licence. CDL a Plus.

Money Order Visa

M/C

Name
Address
Coy
Zip

State
Daytime Phone

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Boa 1040
Marra* Ky 42071
(270) 753-1916

LEITGER&
A

in
specialize
We
Septic System installation. repair, pumping
general
and
Excavating. Related
work experience a
plus. Contact 270-9780343. Pay base on
experience.

EXPERIENCED
Painters Wanted, for
Call
appointment
Custom
McCallum
Painting 270-978-0995

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

BUYING BUYING, BUYING
UN)! S!,

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

10X30..
10X24..
10X12..

IO.
ER .
WOVk*Ntt
It you are reaffirm flits,
so are your
turteutial customers!

ROBBIE to the Rescue
is now hiring an
experienced plumber.
CDL is a plus. Also
hiring Plumbers Helper.
Some experienced preferred. Great pay and
benefit package
available.
Apply at 10610 Hwy. 79
North Springfield, TN.

5X10.

PRE-PLANNING
Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You
mettilew imee,
Pre-Arrangement
Specialist & Funeral Director
ff-

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

sc

1'1'1cc:7.S
I% mow.man 0.11•0 ova

ae• al age a Xs,.
aII
I Ma.1 NA

Mao, ItIr

Backed by our fandly's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

CALL NICK'TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

H&H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver. $40 Down
Take home today!

Homes For Rot

Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556
Hanes For Rent

FOX MEADOW., AND COACH ESTATE-%
MORILF HOmF COMMUNITY'

.
220
Apartments For Rent

University Heights
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for 1BR Rental
Assisted Apartments
M-W-F, 8-2130
1734 Campbell St.
270-759-2282 or
270-395-7325
Hearing Impaired only
1-800-648-6056.
Handicap accessible:
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
EOE

it

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *711
CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS
1BR from 6345
2BR from $375
270-753-8666
1506 Dulgukt Or.
TOO 1400-545-1533 ert2S3
6
La an 4

2BR 1BA Duplex,
CHVAC, all appliances, Large Deck in
back, quiet safe
neighborhood.
$550/mo, 1 month
security. NO pets.
(270)519-4831.
No Smoking.
38R 2BA. Duplex wtiti
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
Included. $900. 270293-5423
1 OFI 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753required
4109

.Murra

2BR, 1BA duplex.
270-753Furnished
0259
28R Duplexes
Townhouses
Available NOW
starting at
$40Ohnonth
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898
GREAT Neighborhood
3Br 2Ba $785 rent
$785 deposit.
1800 Valley Drive Apt.
B.
270-753-8242. Call or
Text.
For Rent 2BR, 2BA
Apt, Located Bamble
Cl. North. No Pets No
270-841Smoking.
5653
Great Subdivision 4Br
313a $1060 rent $1060
Deposit. 1802 Valley
Drive Apt. A. 270-7538242 Call or Text.

2 BD 1 BTH,
REMODELED,
NEW DECOR,
APPLIALL
ANCES, W/D,
CENTRAL H/A,
FREE INTERONLY
NET,
$500/M0 OR
WITH
$550
ONE MONTH
1 BD 1 BTH, FREE RENT.
REMODELED, DIUGUID DR.
NEW DECOR, 270-753-9898
APPLI- 1 BD 1 BTH,
ALL
ANCES, W/D, NEAR HOSPIFREE INTER- TAL, REMODONLY ELED, HARDNET,
2 BD 1.5 BTH $ 3 7 5 . WOOD
EXECUTIVE DIUGUID DR. FLOORS,
TOWNHOME, 270-753-9898 W/D,
NEW
APPLIALL
PAINT,
ANCES, CEN- STUDIO INCLUDES
H/A, APARTMENT, WATER,
TRAL
DECK, STOR- 1 BTH, PET INTERNET,
AGE ROOM, POSSIBLE, CABLE
&
LARGE CLOS- NEW FLOORS ELECTRIC.
PAINT,
W/D,
ETS,
ONLY
PANTRY. ELECTRIC $650.00.
INCLUDES FIREPLACE, POPLAR
TO
WATER, NEXT
STREET. 270ELECTRIC, MSU, ONLY 7 5 2 - 0 7 2 9
CABLE, AND $275. MILLER
INTERNET. STREET. 270$895/MO. 753-9898
CHESTNUT
St,
Poplar
1308
STREET. 270- 4 BD 2 BTH, Beautiful, immaculate,
APPLI- 4BR, 1.5BA, all appliALL
752-0729
hardwood
ances,
ANCES, W/D, floors,
NO pets. $1000
month, Deposite/lease
2 BD 1 BTH, CENTRAL H/A, required. 1-502-262VERY NEAR FREE INTER- 7893
ONLY
MSU, REMOD- NET,
ELED, NEW $ 8 5 0 .
DECOR, ALL DIUGUID DR. Ask about our
MAIM ad
APPLIANCES, 270-753-9898

2 BD 1 BTH,
REMODELED,
PET POSSINEW
BLE,
PAINT
FLOORS,
W/D,
NICE,
CENTRAL H/A.
INCLUDES
WATER,
ELECTRIC,
CABLE
INTERNET.
ONLY $750
OF
BLOCK
SYCAMORE.
270-752-0729

IET
19004 N. I
Office
A&F Wa
Near MS
753-

For Rent

Want to Buy

Cash paid for good,
used guns

For

CHOOS

iGarland R

160
Homo Furnishings

This Inatati

EMPLOYEES Needed.
Productions Solutions
Inc. is looking to hire
more assembly
operators. We are a
subassembly and the
manufacturing
business_ Looking for
employees
full-time
Monday-Friday 7-3:30.
Come MI out application and introduce
Reid
to
yourself
Mcdaniel.
Located at 2939 State
Route 94 E. Murray KY

----.185

Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Battenes, and all Aluminum

Help Marled

Send Resume,to
PO Box 1040 H
Murray, KY 42071

Ch

When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this webiite.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetworitixim
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& limes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

060

060

r

060

KEY

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

Leal
Hoke

1 BD, 1 BTH
NEAR
MSU.
PET POSSIWALL
BLE.
HT/AC, ONLY
PLUS
$275
$ 2 5 / P P
N.
WATER.
27016TH.
753-9898

CENW/D,
2BR 1 5ba 1500 Rent. TRAL
H/A.
No pets. 906 C
ES
INCLUD
Southwood. 270-2935423.
R,
WATE
T,
INTERNE
2 BD 1 BTH,
&
CABLE,
REMODELED,
ELECTRIC.
NEW DECOR,
$895.
ONLY
APPLI- MAIN STREET.
ALL
ANCES, W/D, 270-752-0729
CENTRAL
FREE
H/A,
Looking for
INTERNET,
something In
ONLY
particular?
$500/M0 OR
Try running a
WITH
$550
ONE MONTH "Want to Buy"
with us today!
FREE RENT.
DIUGUID
DR. 270-7539898

G
STORA
PRO'
1 19 E
270

M
MC
8 00

SA%
8 00-

RGL Stor
1140 S.
Sunbu
Mutt
lighting in
security
476
w1
2
ne

y

y
r

Wedd
/Innive
Engage
eab
eirthe

Ca.
MutLeda:

Abaft
for all your

Let us
yo
Celeb

advertising
needs.
753-1916

270-75

SINK.10

Selling your
motorcycle or ATV?

Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger Sr
Times
270-753-1916
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Ipso.,
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S 4TH S
a 121S ei Giendel
' 10x10's &10x15'•
(270) 293-6907

27 -753-3853

DOG Obedience
giendhenmere Corn
270)436-2858

UVE IN TN
This spacious 3bed
bath brick home on
State Line Road in
Puryear is just minutes
from Murray and has
an almost 5000 sq ft.
outbuilding. Pnced in
the $170's
MLS*
115684. Call Rusty
today at Moody Realty
410 Tyson Ave. Pans,
TN 38242. (800)642-

r
411111111111Fle
Gailimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
lams C.eallbiers
W.tECIAULK AY.COM

(270)759-0890

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South •---Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5562

Hill Electric

Located at Key Auto Parts

5X10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00

10X24..$50.00
10X12..$22.50

For all your storage convenience
CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
.Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
•MBC Storage- 1900 N. 12th
bgitt. Ele,trktt and 24/7 Surveil/came

.Garland Rental Boat & Mini-Storage - Hwy.94E
Climate Gmtrol
LET 6,4R11ND TOE GIRE Of iOUR STORAGE NEEDS'
1900 A N. 12th St. P.O. Box 65 Murray, KY 42071
Office 270 753 2905 Fax - 270-753 9505
• qarlandrentals agmailam

I BTH,
)ELED,
FECOR,
APPLIW/D,
H/A,
NTERONLY
D OR
WITH
1ONTH
RENT.
ID DR.
-9898

BTH,
10SPIEMODHARD0 D
/ R ,
NEW
N T,
IDES
E R,
N ET,
R I C.
L Y

LAR
I 270)7 2 9

x Rent

lar
St,
maculate,
all applilardwood
its. $1000
site/lease
-502-262-

hil

ut our

Lod_
pis

your
sing
Is.

916

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E MAIN ST
(2701753-6266
HOURS
MON-FRI
8 00-4 00
SATURDAY
8 00-12 00

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circa)
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
270-761-7557

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

10X20..$45.00
10X10..$30.00
10X15..$35.00
Deposit Required

Murray Ledger & Tune* Fair
/looping Act Notice
real estate /else/teed herein
is subject to the Federal Fau
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference. limitation or disimminalion based on race, color, religion sex. handicap. familial status or rational origin, or intention Si make ins such preferences, limitations or discrimination
State laws turbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertismg
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is nut in violation of the law. MI
persons are hereM informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal .iciptirtunity basis.
For further assistance with Far
Housing Advertising requirements, cattail NAA Counsel
,Rent P Mttan 003)601-10010

IMMO. NOUN.
OPIO/L10.11.1.

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available,
Call 270-753-9999
Visit us online at
www.SBGpropeIly.com
Or
www.murraykyientais.com

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs- big or small
www.lullelectric corn
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
AMERICAN FILIPINO
Housewife cleaning in
your home or commencial building availablei
4/days week. 25yrs
Experience at moping,
vaccuming. With references. Lisa 270-9708762

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
szi,ping
G.

C0111Crete
'Driveways
*Patios
*Stamping
*Garages
*Dirt Work
•Lic. & Ins.

Jeff Moore
931-289-9233
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Waier Darnaged Roors
Braces & Roor Joists
Remcdeing & Plumbing
WI Do'nominee Work
iva & Mastercard Accepted

753-1916

V

P.1
0
A

A
X
A
A
V

Call
Murray
Ledger cc
Times
Let us help
you
Celebrate

AERIAL
ANTHEM
AWESOME
BANG
BARGE
BARRAGE
BOOM

A

CELEBRATION
COMET
CROWD
DISPLAY
DISTANCE
EFFECTS
EXPLOSION

Conceptis SudoKu

'OUT
)r ATV?

ell be
telp.

Iger dr

1916

Difficu ty Level **

Gwy 270-227-0420

i

We can

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

(270) 759-0501

•14WV CAW

R/T
Lawn Service

•COM4IfRC/Al
-1/C

/AlS'

Cownwr Scorr
290-M-7157

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
r.,LBRIS REMOVAL
Ron Frame
(270)227-3140
(270)474-0323

Free EitimatPs

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience

You Vaal it,
We will mow it!

270-293-5949
Lo & Ins

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
4ILSitica2,1±1Bas/2i*//122'

CLEAN CUT
LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

SMALL BUSINESS
The Backbone OF

Advertise with us for the best results!
xi $75 per month
1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

FREE ESTIMATES

CALL KEVIN

Call 753-1916
Ask for
Meld

- 270-293-3108
weekiy & special pickups
ocally owned/operated
270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

Ask for Jesse
270-227-3513
Ask for Mike

gI

I'll be
to help!

CROSSWORDS

ACROSS
1 Pesto
herb
6 Energy
11 In the
A
0
know
A
Find
12
V
darling
V
A
A
A
A
13 They may
A
be made
A
A
A
A
0
A
with cutA
X
A
letters
out
A
15 Auction
A
A
A
signal
A
V
16 Maiden
A
A
A
V
V
name
A
indicator
A
171n the
V
past
FIREWORKS
POWDER
TELECAST 18 Thwarts
SHELL
FOUNTAIN
PUNK
SNAPS
20 Combat
PYROTECHNIC
FUSE
SOUND
REPEATER
LIGHTS
SPARKLE
21 Pen fill
MORTAR
REPORT
SPARKLERS
Gasp for
22
REVERBERATE
PARADE
STARS
PEONY
ROCKET
air
STROBE
`23
Degrade
Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several giver numbers. The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each 26 Decks
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level 27 Price tag
of the Corceptis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday
info
By Davc Grixm
28 Musician's
job
29 Barracks
bed
Answer to previous puzzle
30 Pied
1 42986 753
Piper's
6 3 8 5 17 4 9 2
town
t 86 1
7 9 5 41312
34 Mex.
8 7 3 6911 5 2 4
neighbor
2 6 9 8 415 1 3 7
35"As I see
5 1 4 273689
it," in texts
45 7 36 9 2 1 8
36 Music's
986 1 24 375
Yoko
32 1 758946
37 Some
office
squares
40 Spinetingling

SUDOKU

270-753-1916

Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

•RES/DENT/Al

Morris Family
Farms

IIDGER &TIMES

A

eirtnday's

*Gutter Cleaning

Call Nicki TODAY at
Murray Ledger & Times about our
Statewide Classified Program

1

MI

0

X

*Yard Work
-Pressure Washing

Serving
West Kentucky

•PRESSWRi WASWIMS

" For ALL your
Gravel Hauling
Needs"

Weddings

eabies

in over 85
Kentucky Newspapers?

DC atIOSC4P/AIC

FIREWORKS WORD SEARCH

Engagement's

Hill Appliance
Repair

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

GAME CENTER
74nniversary-

Are You looking to Advertise

*Handyman Services

270-293-4256

moore's

I

270.206.2517

41 Eccentric
42 Intense
fear
43 Sports
figures
DOWN
1 Fishhook
parts
2 Anticipate
3 Baseball's
Koufax
4 Auditor's
org.
5 Like
Simba
6 Wind indicators
7 Marrying
words
8 Escaped
9 Pizza herb
10 Vacation
spots
14 Timid

SPEE
D UE
E BLOC

Yesterday's answer
19 Rainbow
maker
22 Book unit
23 Charged
with a
crime
Ardent fan
25"Top Hat"
star
26 Japanese
gowns
28 Like
venison

30 Followed
a trail
31 Led
Zeppelin's
"Whole
— Love"
32 Like
neon
33 Snouts
38 Spying
org.
39 Unconscious

THOMAS CROSSWORD BOOKS 1-8! Send $4.75 (check/
m.o.) for each book to 628 Virginia Dr., Orlando, FL 32803
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leekleg Bed
'Fee years ago
The paving of about a dozen county roadways under a contract with
Jim Smith Construction [IC of
Grand Rivers has begun in southeast
Calloway County with completion
expected by the end of the surarner.
The city is still considering rezoning property west of Murray State's
campus but the Murray Planning
Commission wants a little more information before proceeding.
LP Plastics, a manufacturer of furniture hardware and other plastic
components, has located a center
for engineering, research and development at the former HT Marketing
facility at 306 Andrus Drive. Pictured are Mark Robertson, manufacturing engineer and Jeremy Bogard,
director of engineering services,
who are working on getting their
new sign in place.
Pictured is the Douglass Reunion
Committee which includes Ilah
Grant, Charles Bramley, Carlton
Bumphus, Rosa Hudspeth, Doris
Saunders, Dennis Jackson, Earl Davis, Regina Hudspeth and Danny
Hudspeth.
Jim Nance of the Murray Kiwanis
Club attended the club leadership
education training session for incoming presidents and secretaries
by the Division 15 of K-T Division
of Kiwanis International.
Twenty years ago
Peoples Bank of Murray President
Harold Doran announced that Anne
F. Doran is joining the board of directors of the bank.
Justin Paschall, a senior at Cal• loway County High School, competed at the annual West Kentucky
Factory Outlet Coca-Cola Talent
Classic. He finished first in the male
vocal category and now qualifies to
compete at the Kentucky State Fair
semi-finals. He is the son of Danny
and Debra Paschall.
Pictured is Ledger & Time publisher Walter Apperson as he honors
Today editor Jo Burkeen for her 50
years of service to the local newspaper. An open house was held in
her honor and she was presented an
engraves watch along with a plaque.

Daughter turned against mom
must be set straight

Pmured is Ginny Morgan as she
prepares the Calloway County Public Library's bookmobile for another journey Morgan has been driving the bookmobile for eight years.
Thirty years ago
The Todd's Auto Paint store is
pictured smoldering after a blaze
destroyed the building on Industrial Road. Murray Fire Department
Chief J.R. Hornbuckle says the
cause of the blaze is still being investigated, but arson is not suspected.
At practice this morning, Murray
State head football coach Frank
Bearner is showing freshman
placekicker Hayung Kohler how
he should be following through.
Kohler kicked for Christian County
last fall.
Forty years ago
The Farmington Bank was robbed
this morning at 9:45 a.m. and an undetermined amount of money was
taken.
Ann K. Bolin, Calloway County
Juvenile Probation officer, spoke at
a meeting of the Murray Optimist
Club.
Cindy Herndon, Anita Thomas
and Melva Holt of Murray Chapter,
National Secretaries Association,
have successfully completed all six
part of a I2-hour, two-day examination administered by the Institute
for Certifying Secretaries and have
achieved the status of Certified Professional Secretary (CPS).
Fifty years ago
Dedication of the massive Barkley
Lock and Dam will be Aug. 20, with
Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey
as principal speaker.
Patricia Ann Spann, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Cross Spann and
George Coleman Oakley, son of
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh L. Oakley, were
married Aug. 7, at Memorial Baptist
Church.
Sixty years ago
Gene S. Cathey of the 12th AAA
Battalion, U.S. Army stationed at
Staten Island, New York, has been
promoted to Specialist Third Class.

DEAR ABBY: When a couple is on an airplane in a section
with three seats (window, middle,
aisle) and a male stranger has the
window seat, should the woman
sit in the middle seat beside the
male stranger, or in the aisle seat
exposed to all passengers walking
by? -- TRAVELER IN VANCOUVER,B.0.

trans-Atlantic cable.
In 1937, the American Federation
of Radio Artists was chartered.
In 1948, baseball legend Babe
Ruth died in New York at age 53.
In 1954, Sports Illustrated was
first published by Time Inc.
In 1956, Adlai E. Stevenson was
nominated for president at the Democratic National Convention in Chicago.
In 1962, The Beatles fired their
original drummer, Pete Best, replacing him with Ringo Starr.
In 1976, the ABBA single "Danc-

ing Queen" was released in Sweden.
In 1977, Elvis Presley died at his
Graceland estate in Memphis, Tennessee, at age 42.
In 1978, James Earl Ray, convicted assassin of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr., told a Capitol Hill hearing
he did not commit the crime,saying
he'd been set up by a mysterious
man called "Raoul."
In 1987, 156 people were killed
when Northwest Airlines Flight
255 crashed while trying to take off
from Detroit; the sole survivor was
4-year-old Cecelia Cichanan.

DEAR ABBY:1 have a problem
with my two younger sisters Neither one can have children. I have
three.
Recently,one of my sisters turned
my sweetest daughter against me
by telling her I had "abandoned
her"
when
I moved to
Ohio
with
my
oldest
son and divorced their
father. Not
true! I left
my daughter with my
sister so she
Dear Abby
could experiby
ence raising
a
teenager
Abigail
since
she
Van Buren
couldn't have
a child of her
own.
After telling my daughter I had
abandoned her, my sister advised
her to tell me she never wanted to
talk to me again. My heart is broken. My daughter is very sweet and
gullible. She has taken her aunt's
side and says she wants nothing
to do with me. This is driving me
crazy. Please tell me what to do. -HEARTBROKEN IN THE MIDWEST
DEAR HEARTBROKEN: If
your daughter is a minor, demand
that she return to you immediately. Do it through a lawyer, if necessary, because what your sister is
doing is a form of parental alienation. If your daughter is an adult,
then ask your other two children
to talk to their sister and set her
straight.
•••••

Today le History
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 16, the
229th day of 2016. There are 137
-days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 16, 1777,American forces won the Battle of Bennington in
what was considered a turning point
.of the Revolutionary War.
On this date:
In 1812, Detroit fell to British and
Indian forces in the War of 1812.
In 1858, a telegraphed message
from Britain's Queen Victoria to
President James Buchanan was
transmitted over the recently laid

Yeak,tiut ITS NOT ONO -\
TPE.004 Es1Vigot3MENT'
Ut4VERTIAI2E)AU'S
I le€69 T CIZONC4.14

L ThiNKTLt, Go
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BLONDIE
C00 YOU
A FEW OuR
*BRONZE MEDAL BUTTER
HAVE ANY 'POLE-VAULT PIE'
SUNDT CAKE' WITH 'GOLD
OLYMPIC- ANO 'SILVfiR MEDAL
MEDAL MARATHON MUFFINS'!
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SOUFFLE* ARE BIG '
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CAY, PERHAPS WE
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DEAR ABBY: I'm a retired
man who took a community college class. My lab partner was a
young woman who was having
difficulties attending the class. She
wasn't there for the final exam,and
I wondered if she had dropped the
course. I did not have her phone
number or her email address, but
she had mentioned she worked at a
nearby bank, so I went to visit her
there. We talked for a few minutes
and she told me she had actually
done quite well in the class.
When I told my wife and daughter about it, they were shocked.
They said what I did was inappropriate because of the age difference and she could have gotten
into trouble at her job. Abby, they
almost accused me of stalking her.
I don't understand why they
considered this inappropriate. Is
there a social rule that makes my
behavior incorrect? I find it hard
to believe someone would get into
trouble for talking to a person in
the bank at any age. Gender should
not be a concern. I would have
done the same thing had she been
a man my own age. --AM I MISSING SOMETHING?
DEAR AM I: You appear to
be a very nice person. What you
are "missing" is the fact that your
wife is insecure, and your daughter backed her mother up. You did
nothing wrong.

DEAR DOCTOR K: I often
feel quite tired. My doctor says
this fatigue may be caused by my
low-normal testosterone level. I'd
rather not go on testosterone therapy. What are some other ways to
enhance my
energy?
DEAR
READER:
Research
studies have
not demonstrated
a
clear value in
giving testosterone therDr. Komaroff apy to men
who may be
by
experiencing
Dr. Anthony
symptoms of
low -normal
Komaroff
or
slightly
low
blood
levels of testosterone. In fact,some
studies have even indicated that
such treatments may raise the risk
of heart trouble. So I can certainly
understand if you'd rather avoid
testosterone therapy to relieve your
fatigue.
The good news is that lifestyle
changes can go a long way toward
improving your energy and overall
health. I'll describe some of them
here.
-- EAT FOR ENERGY.Caffeine
and sugar can give you a temporary
lift. But when you eat a diet packed
with vegetables,fruits, nuts, whole
grains, healthy fats and lean protein, you not only consume the finest energy-boosting foods, but you
also promote good health. That's
an energy booster in itself. And
don't forget water. If your body
is short on fluids, one of the first
signs is a feeling of fatigue.
-- EXERCISE REGULARLY.
Exercise is a proven way to increase your vim and vigor. Aim for
150 minutes of moderate aerobic
activity per week or 75 minutes of
vigorous activity, or a mix of the
two. You'll also want to engage in
two to three strength-training ses-

ston.s per week. Allow at least 48
hours between these muscle-building workouts to give your body
time to recover.
-- GET A BETTER NIGHT'S
SLEEP. Nothing saps your energy faster than a poor night's rest.
Most ordinary sleep difficulties
can be solved with simple behavioral changes. For example, use
your bed only for sleeping or sex.
Watch TV or read in a different
mom. And go to bed and get up at
the same time every day, including
weekends.
To get better sleep, avoid coffee
or other caffeinated beverages or
foods after noon; their effects in
disrupting sleep can last for 12 to
16 hours. Also avoid more than one
alcoholic drink after dinner. While
alcohol can be an effective "nightcap," helping you nod off more
easily, later in the evening it acts as
a stimulant, keeping you from getting enough deep sleep.
Finally, if you know or think you
may suffer from sleep apnea or another sleep disorder, a doctor who
specializes in sleep can improve
your own -- and with it, your energy.
-- CONTROL STRESS. The
most common cause of persistent
fatigue is stress and the emotional
response to it. You can't eliminate
stress from your life, but you can
learn relaxation techniques that
work as an antidote to it. Deep
breathing, meditation, progressive
muscle relaxation and visualization can evoke ,a state of rest and
release. These relaxation exercises lower blood pressure and slow
heartbeat and respiration.
Paying attention to these lifestyle changes can do a lot more for
your energy than drinking "energy
drinks," which are artificial and
temporary. You want the real thing.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctork.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St.,Second
Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

Mots From Hololse

BABY BLUES®
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DEAR TRAVELER: When
someone makes an airline reservation, a particular seat is usually
assigned and the airline expects
the pas'senger to sit there unless the
crew is notified and approves the
change. There are many variables
regarding why a person would
want an aisle seat. Among them
would be access to the bathroom,
a person's size or a desire for more
personal space. If sitting in the
middle seat in close proximity to a
man you don't know would bother
you, mention it to one of the cabin
crew and request a change, or just
switch seats with your travel companion.

Lifestyle changes, not testosterone,
can improve low energy

1

•
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HELP
YOU MAKE
A MOPEL
ROCKET.

A SWEET REWARD FOR GOOD SERVICE
Dear Heloise: I keep a supply of CHOCOLATE
BARS on hand. Whenever a repair or service person,
or our routine pest-control technician, comes to our
house, as they leave I hand them a chocolate bar and
say,"Here is a treat for you for all your good work."
They are so surprised, so appreciative and love the
special treat, which makes their
day. -- Lynn R., Arnold, Calif.
Lynn, a small and simple
gesture can make such a difference in someone's day! This is
especially true of the 'Worker'
bees" who often don't get wake
thank-you. I take candy when I
go to the doctor's office! -- Heloise
BOXED PAINT
Dear Heloise: I read your
by
column daily in the Omaha
(Neb.) World-Herald.
Heloise
My son and daughter-in-law
from Lincoln, Neb., recently
helped me paint a bathroom. This longtime painter
learned a new, wonderful hint: Put the metal paint pan
in a cardboard box. Use a box the size that copy paper
comes in. Pour the paint into the pan, and splashes go
on the box. Next, hook the paint roller over the edge so
it doesn't escape into the paint. You don't accidentally
step into the paint pan. So many pluses to this paintbox system! Thought this might help others. -- Judy
M.,Omaha, Neb.
Judy, as they say, an old dog CAN LEARN a new
trick! -- Heloise
SLATE BOARDS
Dear Heloise: I have a cute, decorative slate board
where I write messages and sayings. I use a chalk pen,
but previous writing seems to slightly remain, no matter what I use to clean it. Any hints? -- Karen, via email

Depending on the chalk pen you used, you may be
stuck with a permanent stain because it's on a porous
surface. As a last cleaning attempt (if water and dish
soap hasn't worked), try using an ammonia-based
cleaner, or scrubbing gently with a white, all-purpose
abrasivefoam sponge. I/it comes clean, stick to using
only chalk to write on your board, as that will wipe off
easily with water. -- Heloise
COLOR-CODED
Dear Heloise: We are a busy family of four, with
two active (and sometimes forgetful) little boys. Long
ago,we each adopted our favorite "color" while choosing a board-game piece (the yellow piece for Dad,blue
and green for the boys and red for myself).
Last summer when purchasing swim towels, I opted
for our four favorite colors. It made things easier since
we now use our "colors" for almost everything: toothbrushes, laundry baskets, water bottles -- you name
it! Along with quick sorting, it helps our little boys
keep track of their belongings. -- Rachel B., Newport
Beach,Calif.
Brilliant, brilliant, brilliant! I'd need to have purple! -- Heloise
OLD LINEN
Dear Heloise: Cut the back out of an unwanted or
unwearable linen shirt, and the remaining square piece
of cloth makes the absolute best glass-polishing towel! Wineglasses will sparkle! -- Bill Y., Brownsville,
Texas
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Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box 795000, San Antonio, TX 78279-5000,
or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.cont. I can't answer your letter
personally but will use the best hints received in my
column.
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Mum@
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,Aug. 17, 2016:
This year you often sense that something big
is about to happen, which tends to be true.
However, you might want to be more aware of a
sense of expectation that is sometimes mixed with
trepidation. Know that you can handle whatever
pops up. If you are single, you could meet many
people this year and expand your circle of friends.
As a result, you might meet someone special
through one of your new pals. If you are attached,
you enjoy being with your partner more and more,
as long as you decide not to argue over differences
of opinion. AQUARIUS is attracted to you, but
might be colder than you realize.

Murray

and challenging. Your reaction will define what
happens. Will you have a knee-jerk reaction, or a
thoughtful response? A loved one could start acting
up.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You are all about getting the job completed
as efficiently as possible. Listen to news that is
forthcoming. Understand that many people could
be very stressed out and will want to take a break,
while others won't even want to chat.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You could be in a situation that causes you
a lot of grief. You seem to have a lot of pressure
on you to be more expressive in at least one area
of your life. Understand that breaking through selfThe Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: imposed restrictions won't be all that easy.
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so; SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
1 -Difficult
*** You could be in the midst of juggling two
distinctly different interests simultaneously. You
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
will want to reach out to a loved one for help, as
**** You might start feeling some of the drain you'll have your hands full. You seem to be a bit
of the upcoming eclipse. Your relationships with overwhelmed right now.
friends and loved ones will be featured. Consider SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
pursuing a long-term desire you have had. **** You might be on top of your game; however,
Committing to making it happen will give you an getting past others' opposition could be hard. This
extra push.
barrier is merely a restriction that will end in time;
TAURUS (AprIl 20-May 20)
do not take it seriously. Get to the bottom of the
*** Be aware of your feelings toward an authority issue. Use your verbal skills.
figure. You might be inclined to be less than CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
compliant, but that is not the smart move. Instead, *** Money continues to be the hot topic. You
go along with this person's wishes. Listen to what might be more possessive than you realize,
a friend shares; he or she is more grounded than and someone is likely to give you feedback that
you realize.
supports this conclusion. With an eclipse heading
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
your way, opt not to make a financial decision for
***** You could be stressed out without a few days.
knowing why. The real issue will be figuring out AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
what you want to do and how you want to do it. **** Other than a friend's tenuous mood and
Don't make a decision just yet; more information is someone else's unpredictability, everything seems
likely to emerge. Know when to say "enough."
to be running as it should be. Be careful with
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
someone who can be challenging. You might not
**** You could be extraordinarily emotional, agree with this person, but the issue is how to say
and the topic of the day is money. It would be so.
wise to nix any financial discussions for now More PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
information is about to come to light. Know what *** You might feel drained and pushed to the
you want from a personal situation.
max. Know that these feeling are only temporary
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
and should not be worried about. Instead, try to
***** Though you seem to be content, you'll lighten up and enjoy being a little offbeat. You might
notice that those around you are contentious consider taking a nap. Listen to your instincts.
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2016 PREP VOLLEYBALL PREVIEW: MURRAY HIGH LADY TIGERS

OLYMPICS 2016

Boggess and the Lady Tigers searching for their future in 2016

Simone
Biles
takes a
step back
at Rio

By BRYCE RUDD
Sport Reporter
With McCracken County
dominating area volleyball the
last three years, the Lady Mustangs have not lost to a Region
I program. It has seemed like a
fight for consolation for teams
like the Murray High Lady Tigers.
Still, head coach Clare Boggess knows as well as anyone,
the narrative should have been
brighter for Murray High last
fall.
They finished near the bottom in Region 1 with a9-l6 season and their only district win
came against Calloway County
in September.
Going into her seventh season as head coach, Boggess has
seen scattered success with the
Lady Tigers (acquiring two District 4 championships and two
Region 1 championship berths)
and 2015 was thought to be the
breakout year, especially after
a stellar 22-9 season two years
ago. But something just didn't
click along the way.
DONNIE PASCHALL/ Ledger & Times
Murray High saw three
Murray
High
Lady
Tiger
head
coach
Clare
Boggess
huddle
during
the
conducts
a
post-set
2015 Crosstown Classic against
game-winning streaks on two
separate occasions, including Calloway County on September 24. Boggess and the Lady Tigers will be depending on youth after an early exit last season.
a huge stretch during the All A
Classic, but couldn't surmount a
SCOUTING REPORT: MURRAY HIGH LADY TIGERS
bumpy start.
need to grow quickly with just two seniors returning in Myla Taylor and
"We just didn't perform on
IUD COACTt Clwe Boggess
Summer Dirckson.
EXPEMBICE:Seventh year as head coach.
the court like we did in practice.
2018 SCHEDULE
OVERALL RECORD:138-101.
It's a mentality thing. The girls
Home gamm In ALL CAPS
ASSISTANT COACH: Abby Kelly, Barrett Pazderka
Aug. 18: CALDWELL COMM'7 p.m.; Aug. 18: GRAVES COUNTY, 7 p.m.;
2015 RECORD: 9-16-0.
work extremely hard with the
7 p.m.; Aug. 25: at Carlisle County 7
2015 MISR Lost 0-3 to Christian Fellowship in a Region 1 District 4 Aug. 23 vs. BALLARD MEMO
fundamental things and when
p.m.;
1: CALLOWAY COUNTY, 7 p.m.; Sept 3: BlzabettiTcrwn TourTournament semifinal.
Sept
4:
ElizabethTovm
Tournament, Time TBA.., Sept
new people come in they say,
4,j
1
PRIMARY FORMAT1Ott 6-1
HALL COUNTY, 7 p.m.; Sept le ALL-A Regional at Sportsplex, 2
GiViDRUATED PLAYERS: Sarah Webber, Bethany Armstrong, Elyse Gandy,
'Wow, we never did that!' It's a
R...; Sept.1Z MAYFIB_D,7 p.m.;Sept 15: At Christian Fellowship,7 p.m.;
Sarah tzer.
lot about how they relate to each
17: vs. 18k At_ All-A State (must win Regional Tournament), Time
RETURNING PLAYERS: Seniors -j.tyla Taylor. Juniors - Kaylee Fang,Syd• Sept. 20 CAJ.JSLE COUNTY,7 p.m.; Sept 32: at Calloway County, 7
other on the court. They're tired
Sydny Tucker, Jordan Rldcman, Meddle Ptannerstil.
ney
Smhnnwiras- Elizabeth Hilbrecht, Emily Kinsey, Chloe Lovins, Ave Mun- p.m.; Sept 27: at Marshall County,7 p.m.; Sept 29: CHRISTIAN FELLOWof practice and they're ready to
SHIP, 7 p.m.; Oct 4-11: Fall Break; Oct 13: FULTON CITY (senior night) 7
,
e
ridok
isr Schoppe, Leah Tayfor, Rachel
play now," Boggess said.
p.m.
ERS: Freshmen - Madison Adams,A
Bierbaum
2015 RESULTS
So, the Lady Tigers are reB0101011, McKenna Bruce, Cadrian Dennis, Sophie aaowayOle;
1,
Home games in ALL CAPS
Hannah Green, Katelyn Hodges, Jamera Jones, KaNya Morris, Marina
warded a clean slate, hoping to
Aug 1& Cakhvell County(L)D-3; Aug.28: at Graves County (L) 1-3;
Smart, Mia Todd, Erica Yarali, Lila Munsey (8th). Seniors - Summer DIrcksweeten the taste of competitive
25: Ballard Memorial flj 1-3; Aug. 27: COMMUNITY CHRISTIAN (Pad
son.
STRB4GTHS: While vacancies of Fitzer, Webber, Gandy and Armstrong (W)3-1; Aug.20 WHITE STATION TN (I)0-3; Aug. 29: vs. ST. Mary's Episvolleyball in their third year at
will be noticed the LltirdgyuT
aibir depended on them for Instant offense and copal SdW Tn (L)0-3; Sept 3: CALLOWAY COUNTY(W) 3-_,Z Sept 5: vs.
the Bob Rogers Auxiliary GymN.) 1-2; Sept 5: Brown at Elizabethtown
frontcourt height on
every possession, while others depended on Rowan County at
unt0-2; SeK Casey County at Elizabethtown(W)2-0; Sept 5: Grayson
nasium.
the four seniors day in and y out No longer the case, Murray High may
at Bieertown (W) 2-1; Sept 5: West Jessamine 0-2. Sept.
benefit from team efforts as several other players are willing to step up.
They'll have to impress via
0-3;
• Community Christian (1) 2-3; Sept 18: MARSHALL
Sydny
Tucker,
Sydney
Coons,
Mckenzie
Mason,
Ava
Munsey
and
Kaylee
a youth movement, with the
Sept 12: vs. Hickman County
12: vs. Christian Fellowship (1.)
Fang could be those contributors. Wtth 10 freshman on the varsity roster,
2-1 Sept.12 vs. Carlisle County2-0;Sept 12: vs. Ballard
middle blocking core of Bethathere's plenty of room for growth and development and several key con0- • Sept 17: at Chrtistian Fellowship (1)0-3; Sept 24: at Calloway
tributors have played club volleyball or afforded summer camps to make al
ny Armstrong, Sarah Fitzer and
3-2; Sept 29: at
County (U 1-3; Sept 28: at Hmkinsville
themselves
better.
Elyse Gandy graduated, as well
WEAKNESSES:The Lady Tigers graduated lust tour seniors, but 12 fresh- County0-3; Oct 1: CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP(L) 1-3.; Oct 13; HOPKINS3-0; Oct it at Christian Fellowship(L)0-3 in the KHSAA Region
man and seven sophomores will lack the guidance and leadership they'll VILLE
4 semifinals.(1-7 in District 4 play)
See LADY TIGERS, Page 10

sekvi

OLYMPIC TRACK AND FIELD

OVC VOLLEYBALL: MURRAY STATE

Miller's epic dive
takes down Felix
The Associated Press
As Miller lay on her back,
RIO DE JANEIRO — writhing in agony, Felix sat on
It took a head-first dive by the ground stone-faced.
Ten seconds passed. Then
Shaunae Miller at the finish
line to beat Allyson Felix, de- 20.
The rules say the win is denying her a record fifth Olymtermined by which athlete has
pic gold medal.
Miller,the 22-year-old from any part of her torso cross the
the Bahamas,stayed even with line first.
The photo finish showed
Felix for 398 meters, then
sprawled, dove and crashed the negative image of Miller's
across the line to edge Felix by sprawled out body, with her
shoulder just barely over the
.07 seconds.
She'll get the gold medal line before Felix reached.
Finally, the result popped
in the 400 meters. Maybe they
up. Miller won in 49.44 secshould give her a cape, too.
This was supposed to be a onds.
What a finish. What a race.
stroll and something of a corAnd, yes, what a disaponation for Felix, who was the
defending world champion pointment for Felix, whose
and had the best career time year just didn't turn out the
of the eight women in Monday way she planned it.
She was one of those rare
night's final.
She was trying to become athletes who had the cachet to
the first woman to win five get the Olympics to change the
schedule. After winning the
track golds at the Olympics.
Halfway through the race, world championship at 400
it was clear that was no sure meters last year, The put the
200-400 double in her sights
thing.
Starting from Lane 7, Mill- for the Olympics.
The schedule as it was
er expanded the lag, instead of
written made it imsloworiginally
Felix
up.
gobbled
getting
possible — with the 200 heats
ly chipped away.
They cantle down the last scheduled for the same eve100 meters and Felix drew ning as the 400 final
Felix asked, and she reeven, maybe even got a step
ceived: The 200 heats were
ahead.
Stride for stride they ran, moved to the morning to give
until the last few steps. Felix, America's best female sprinter
classically trained by Bobby a chance for the two-fer.
But she never got to the
Kersee, made a textbook lean
into the finish line. Miller tried starting line in the 200. She
landed awkwardly on a medsomething else.
The dive is something no icine ball while aoing core
coach Would ever teach. Then work in the gym during the
again, amazing things happen
with a gold medal on the line.
1•• See FEUX, Page 10

MSU Sports Information
The Murray State Racers volleyball team practices at Racer Arena over the weekend. The
Racers have been selected second in the preseason OVC poll behind Belmont University
after winning the regular season title the last two seasons. MSU finished 27-3 in 2015.

Racer volleyball picked
second in preseason polls
Schools were not allowed to Besslesen was second on the
team in 2015 with 301 kills,
vote for themselves.
The Racers placed three stu- 3.27 kills per set and 75 assists.
The two-time defending dent-athletes on the Preseason Lorenz was third in the league
regular season OVC Cham- All-OVC Team in Kristen Bes- averaging 4.45 digs per set.
The Racers open the season
pion Murray State volleyball selsen,Scottie Ingram and Ellie
team has been selected to finish Lorenz. Besselsen and Ingram Aug. 26 and 27 when they travsecond in this year's preseason were automatically put on the el to Fort Wayne, Ind., for the
OVC poll, as voted on by the squad after being named to the Fort Wayne Invitational.
Coming in after Belmont
league's coaches and SIDs. 2015 All-OVC Team.
MSU received a total of 227
Last season, Ingram became and Murray State on the prepoints and six first-place votes just the sixth player in confer- season OVC poll was Tennesin the poll.
ence history to be named OVC see State (178), Eastern Illinois
2015 OVC Tournament Player of the Year in back-to- (172), Morehead State (159
champion Belmont was picked back seasons
with two first-place votes),
as the preseason favorite after
,
Ingram was second in Mt
"'?Atm'194911Ricky (140) and
getting 16 first-place votes.
OVC in kills per set with 4.06. Tennessee Tech (126).•
By DAVE WINDER
MSU Sports Information

The Associated Press
RIO DE JANEIRO — Simone Biles is no longer Rio de
Janeiro's juggernaut.
A mistake on the balance
beam prevented the American gymnastics star from a record-tying fourth gold at the
Olympics, which were dogged
Monday by rain, wind and fire.
Downpours delayed the track
and field program in the evening,
where world champion Allyson
Felix sought her fifth Olympic gold medal, in the women's
400-meter final later Monday.
In the morning, there was too
little wind, then too much at the
sailing regatta on Guanabara
Bay, where men's and women's
medal races were postponed until Tuesday.
In the afternoon, smoke and
ash from a wind-whipped wildfire billowed over the field hockey stadium in Deodoro.
Boxing may have to weather
another storm of its own after a
surprising decision in the men's
heavyweight gold medal fight,
where boos cascaded down
from the crowd when Evgeny Tischenko, of Russia, was
announced as the unanimous
winner over Vassiliy Levit, of
Kazakhstan, who looked like the
winner.
Biles' blunder allowed Sanne
Wevers of the Netherlands to
take the gold medal and Laurie
Hernandez of the U.S. to slip
past Biles for the silver.
It also ended Biles' bid to become the first female gymnast to
win five golds in a single Olympics.
Already a three-time gold
medalist (all-around, team and
vault) when she walked onto the
floor on Monday. Biles was a
favorite on beam as the reigning
world champion.
She topped qualifying last
week and had just completed
the most difficult part of her
routine — a tumbling pass that
stretches the length of the 4-inch
wide slab of wood — when she
missed the landing following her
punch front flip.
A fresh round of troubles tormented South America's first
Olympics on Monday:
— The German Olympic team
said canoe slalom coach Stefan
Henze died from injuries sustained in a car crash last week.
— The Egyptian judo athlete
who refused to shake his Israeli opponent's hand after losing
a first-round heavyweight fight
was sent home.
—The Olympic Broadcasting
Service said seven bystanders
sustained minor injuries when
a television camera it operates
plummeted about 30 feet in the
Olympic park.
—South Korean cyclist Park
Sang-hoon was taken from the
velodrome on a stretcher with
his neck immobilized after a
crash multi-discipline omnium
competition .
—And Usain Bolt, the costar of these games along with
Michael Phelps, said that a
tight schedule slowed down
the sprinters in the 100 meters
Sunday. Bolt blamed the hour
turnaround from the semifinals
to the finals for his lumbering
start before he recovered to win
his third consecutive gold medal
and retain the title as the world's
fastest man.
"I don't know who decided
that," Bolt said. "It was really
stupid. So, that's why the race
was slow."
Here are other highlights
from day 10:
LONE RUSSIAN
The lone Russian truck and
field athlete at the Olympics has
won her appeal to compete in
Rio.
The Court of Arbitration for
Sport ruled early Monday that
Darya Klishina is eligible to
take part in Tuesday's long jump
qualifying because she has been
based outside of Russia for the
,19,,st three years and has been

10•illesday,August 16,2016
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State Awe

nol Rht); Solna Gold Medal Finals
2 p.m.
Today's Games
NBC UNIllEFISO-Women's Soccer Semifinal,
BOYS AND GIRLS GOLF
Beach Volleyball: Semifinal; Boxing. Etiminabon
4 p.m.
Matches
Calloway County, liturray High at Tngg County,
4 p.m.
Anwirshead Country Club
DISC - Cycling: Track Gold Medal Finale
BOYS SOCCER
(WE); Women's Volleyball: Quarterfinal (UVE);
5A6 p.m.
Men's Field Hockey( Semifinal
University Heights at Calloway County
7 p.m.
7:15 p.m_
NBC- Track &
Gold Medal Finals (LIVE):
Dawson Springs at Murray High
H
Jump, Women's 1500m, Men's 110m
GIRLS SOCCER
Hurdles;
: Individual Event Gold Med7 p.m
al Finals. Men's Parallel Bars, Women's Floor.
Murray High at Henry County, Tenn
Men's High Bar, Beach Volleyball- Semifinal
PREP VOLLEYBALL
(INE)
7 p.m.
11:36 p.m
Cada/ell County at Murray High
NBC- Men's
Sainngboare Gold Medal
No games scheduled
Final
Wednesday's Games
SOCCEA
None
1:30 pin.
FS1 -UEFA Chempiona League,Playoff Leg 1,
Sbsaua Bucuresti vs. Manchester Cdty
F52-UEFA Champions League, Playoff Leg 1,
Today's Games
BSC Young Boys as Borussia M6nthenadoach
MIS
FSN - UEFA Champions League, Playoff Leg
6 p.m.
1, Dinarno Zagreb VS_ Salzburg
MLA - Boston at Balbmore or Kansas City at
SOFTBALL
Detroit
6 p.m.
7 p.m.
ESPN2- Uttle League Softball World Series,
FSMW - St Louis at Houston
semifinal,
at
Porthind.
Ore
RIO SUMMER OLYMPICS
#30 p.m.
7 a.m.
ESPN2- Little League Softball World Series,
NBCSN - Canoe/Kayak Sprint Gold Medal
semifinal, at Portland, Ora.
Finals (LNE), Track & Field (LNE); Men's SwimWednesday's &Wei
ming: Open Water 10k Gold Medal Final; WomAUTO RACING
en's Soccer Semifinal ONE); Cycling: Track
8.30 a.m.
Events; Canoe/Kayak- Sprint Gold Medal Finals,
FS1 -?OSCAR Camping World Truck S0116S,
Women's Soccer Semifinal (LIVE), Badminton.
UNOH 200, practice, at Bristol, Tenn.
Women's Basketball- Quarterfinal (UVE); Wres930 am.
tling. Greco-Roman Gold Medal Finals; Men's
FS1 - NISCAR Camping World Truck Series,
Boxing: Light Gold Medal Final, Men's WeightUNOH 200,final practice. at Bristol, Tenn.
lifting: Superheavy Gold Medal Final; Women's
146 p.m.
Volleyball Quarterfinal (UVE): Women's Table
FS1 - NASCAR Camping World Truck Series,
Tennis: Team Gold Medal Finals
UNOH
200,qualifying, at Bristol, Tenn.
8 am.
7:30 p.m.
USA- Women's Volleyball Quarterfinal(UVE);
FS1 - NASCAR Camping Worki Truck Senes,
Men's Field Hockey Semifinal (LIVE), Badminton;
UNOH
200, at Bristol, Tenn.
Synchronized Swimming: Duet Gold Medal Final
GOLF
(UVE); Women's Table Tennis- Team Bronze Med2 p.m.
al; Men's Beach Volleyball. Semifinal (LNE)
FS1
USGA, U.S. Amateur Championship.
9 am.
Round of 64 matches, at Bloomfield Hills, Mich
NBC- Track & Field (UVE), Men's Water Polo:
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Quarterfinal (LIVE): Equestrian, Women's Volley230 p.m.
ball: Quarterfinal (LNE); Men's Diving. SpringMLB-Pittsburgh at San Francisco OR Washboard Semifinal; Beach Volleyball: Semifinal
ington at Colorado (3 p.m.)
NVE)
8 p.m.
9:30 am.
ESPN - Boston at Baltimore
TELEMUNDO - News Recap; Women's SocMO SUMMER OLYMPICS
cer! Semifinal: Synchronized Swimming
5:30 am.
11 a.m.
GOLF - Women's First round (IRE)
MSNBC - Wrestling: Women's Handball:
7 am.
Quarterfinal (INF), Men's Water Polo: Quarterfi-

AREA SCHEDULE

SPORTS ON TV

II Lady Tigers...
From

Page 9

as defensive specialist and heart
and soul of the 2015 team,Sarah
Webber.
"We lost our height and, to
some degree, our ability' to be
more of a blocking team. Sarah Webber had more heart than
you'll ever meet. So yeah, we
lost that and we'll have to focus
on defense and it will be baptism
by fire, but these girls can do it,"
Boggess said.
The Lady Tigers will certainly
be younger than in recent years,
with 10 freshman, seven sophomores and three eigth- graders
outnumbering the five juniors
and two seniors in Myla Taylor
and Summer Dirckson.
"There are some that have
gone to camp to make themselves better and otherwise. We
are just in here training. We go
for four hours, four nights a
week and sometimes Saturday,
working really hard. It's the
freshman learning about high
school ball and getting acclimated to this level. They have the
skill; they just have to believe in
themselves and in each other as a

Olympics ...
From

Page 9

ilhjected to regular drug testing.

Greco-Greats
Cuban heavy weight Mijain
Lopez again bested Turkish rival
Riza Kayaalp, putting him in the
company of wrestling great Al-

•Felix...
From

Page 9

spring.
"I'd never seen my ankle that
big before, and it happened immediately," she said.
Suddenly, the quest for two
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DAM 7,Tom 0
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Bilmore 5,5.,Pod=7
USA - Man's OndmioNst MON witill•
Salo & NNW 4
nabs, Men's Sailmibet ONINIAMi ptilk Wow
en's Water Polo: SaMiliallif
Mmt's ONOrninton Singles OtartirlmS Mot 08dRest
N.t 11801884
4CISII
1
,18mab
1111510
alladb
Wens:Anal NVE;1; Mars 1116
limm
MN=PM &Nardi
Bronze Medal; %Wawa*
11Mps
SAN Mop 2
•a,m.
lam 0,OMNI2
NBC - Track & Field(LW; EnuodBINK
Sodas al LA.lasea.w.
Jumping Gold Medal Final (UVE),
lles1W4 Swim
Gala Man's Voieyball. Quartalinalr
CaRadon dbdrigusz 2-5) at Baltimore (Gallanio
noaMmak, Women's Water Poto Semifinal(LAC
4-4), 7705 p.m.
930 a.m.
Toronto (Estrada 7-5) at N Y Yankees (Pinecla
TELEMUNO0 - News Recap, Men's Soccer
6-10), 7705 p.m.
Semifinal; Track & Field; Boxing, Men's Soccer
Chicago Mitts Sox (Quintarui 9-8) at Canaan]
Sanding!
(Was 12-8), 7:10 p.m.
10 SAL
Kornis City (Duffy 9-1) at Detroit (Milani:1w 12ustec - Women's Field Hockey. Semifinal 6), 7:10 p.m.
(1.114); Women's Wrestling: Wearying, Men's
Minnesota (Santana 5-9) at Atlanta (De La Cruz
Mamba Quarterfinal, DMitlelefics Gala NYE);
jacaa
0-5),7:10
D490or
. cw) 3_2) at Tampa Bay (Baia
Man's Handball' Quarterfinal; Seeing, Gold Medal
San
Finis
3-5), 7•10 p.m.
4 p.m.
Oakland (Triggs 0-1) at Texas (Maffei' 3-2), 8:05
CNEIC - Men's Volleyball Quanertinal (l.1VE);
p.m.
Women's Find Hockey. Semifinal
St. Louis (Garcia 9-8) at Houston (Mucha 7-11),
NBC UNIVERSO - Volleyball, Basketban; Boxp.m.
ing
Seattle
em
(iranda 1-0) at L.A. Angels(Check 3-8),
7 pm.
10-.05 p.m
NBC- Track & Find Gold Medal Finals (1.11/E):
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Women's Long Jump, Women's 20Orn, Women's
East Division
100in Hurdles; Women's Diving Platform QualW
Pct GB
L
ifying, Women's Beach Volleyball Gold Medal
Washington
69
47
595
Final (UVE)
Miami
61
56
521 8/
1
2
11:36 a.m.(Thursdry)
New York
59
58
.504 10/
1
2
Women's Beach=:
Medal Round
Ptilacisiphia
56
.471 141
63
/
2
Manta
44
74
.373
26
1:30 p.m.
Central Division
FS2-UEFA Champions League, Playoff Leg 1,
Pct GB
Porto vs. AS Roma
Chicago
43 .629
73
FSN - UEFA Champions League, Playoff Leg
SL Louis
62
se 525 12
CF vs. AS Monaco
Pittsburgh
59
56
.513 13/
1
2
• 136 p.m.
Mihvaulum
52
.448
64
21
ESPN2-Supercopa de Espana, Leg 2, BarceCincinnati
68
48
.414
25
lona vs Sevilla, at Barcelona, Spain
West Division
SOFTBALL
W
I
Pet GB
8 p.m
San Francisco
66
51
.564
ESPN2- Little League Softball World Series,
65
52 .556
1
championship, at Portland, Ore.
Lc=
56
62 .475 10/
1
2
San Diego
50
67
.427
16
Arizona
48
69
,410
18
Sunday's Results
MU
Miami 5, Chicago White Sox 4
AMERICAN LEAGUE
N.Y. Mets 5, San Diego 1
East Division
Boston 16, Arizona 2
W
I
Pct
GB
Philadelphia
7, Colorado 6
Toronto
67
51
.569
Washington 9, Atlanta 1
Baltimore
66
51
.564 Y2
Milwaukee
7,
Cincinnati 3
Boston
64
52
.552
2
Baltimore 8, San Francisco 7
New YON
60
57 .513 6/
1
2
Pittsburgh 11, LA. Dodgers 3
Tampa Bay
47
89 .405
19
SL Louis 6, Chicago Cubs 4
Central Division
Mondars Results
W
I
Pct
GB
Miami 6, Cincinnati 3
Cleveland
67
48
583 Tampa
Bay
8,
San Diego 2
Detroit
83
54
.538
5
Washington at Colorado, late
Kansas City
57
60
.487
11
N.Y.
litets at Arizona, late
Chicago
56
61
12
479
Pittsburgh at San Francisco, late
Minnesota
47
71
398 211
/
2
Tlitudare Gaines
West Divisbn
Milwaukee (Garza 4-4) at Chicago Cubs (Cahill
W
L
Pct
GB
1-3),
1:20
p.m.,
1st game
Texas
69
50 .580 Seattle
62
54
.534 5/
1
2
L.A.
Dodgers (Maeda 11-7) at Philadelphia (VelHouston
61
57
.517 PA
asquez 6-4), 7:05 p.m.
Oakland
52
66
441 16/
1
2
Miami (Urena 1-3) at Cincinnati (DeSclatani 6-1),

PRO BASEBALL

team. It's not just the six on the
floor, but it's a collective effort."
Kaylee Fang has played club
volleyball all summer long and,
recently, returned from a camp
at Rhode Island. Fang will be
the primary setter and one of the
most vital pieces to a puzzle that
may take time to mold.
"She's really developed her
setting skills and we really need
her to be more of a vocal leader.
She has a quiet personality but,
when she does something exciting, you'll see that on the court,"
Boggess said.
If the Lady Tigers are intending on All A tournament success,
eighth-grader McKenzie Mason
is regarded as an up-and-coming
athlete at the outside hitter position.
Also tired of practicing and
ready to play, former Lady Tiger
setter Sydny Tucker is stepping
into a new role as a passer and a
hitter. Boggess added that Tucker's volleyball IQ and skill set
would be heavily leaned on for
a quick start.
"Coach Boggess does a really
good job teaching us passing and
defensive schemes. So, I think
that we'll be better, defensively.
Sophie Galloway and Sydney
Coons, I really expect to step

up and help us block up front,"
Tucker said.
"Ava Munsey will step up in
the setter position and Kaylee
will do great in the five-one offense. Sydney will help Kaylee
on the right side with Kaylee
as our only setter and me in the
middle."
As for Tucker's expectations,
a District 4 Tournament championship berth seems to be the gold
standard.
"We should at least get to
the District 4 championship and
we'd love a Region 1 Tournament spot. We have a lot of competition,but 1 think we can do it."
"Chloe Lovins and Elizabeth
Hilbrecht are two sophomore
middle blockers that will be
called to duty. McKenzie and
Sophie Galloway are also set to
possibly see some varsity' action," Boggess said.
"We have talented underclassmen representing the Black
and Gold and all have worked
extremely hard and we're ready
for matches."
The lady Tigers open the
season tonight at home against
Caldwell County, one of nine
home games penciled inside the
pristine Bob Rogers Auxiliary
Gymnasium. III

exander Karelin.
Lopez beat Kayaalp 6-0 to
capture his third Greco-Roman
gold medal. Lopez joins Karelin
and Carl Westergren of Sweden
as the only wrestlers with three
Olympic titles in the classic discipline.

Nagl has been chosen to hit the
opening tee shot Wednesday for
women's golf, at the Olympics
for the first time since 1900 in
France.
On Sunday, Justin Rose won
the first golfing gold medal since
1904 in St. Louis when he beat
Henrik Stenson by two strokes
on the Olympic course.•

Golf Again
Brazilian

native

Miriam

golds was simply a struggle to
make the Olympics. She did
in the 400. But the 200, which
requires more "speed work"
running hard around the curve,
never got where it needed to go.
Felix came in fourth at trials,
one spot out of the mix,and had
to swallow that disappointment
and get ready to make the 400

hers.
Miller had a different plan.
The flagbearer for her country in the opening ceremonies,
Miller came into the games 5
for 5 in her races this season,including Diamond League meets
in Shanghai, Eugene and London.
Now,she's 6 for 6,U

7.10 p.m
allkinsaota (Santana 5-9) at Mama (De La Cnsz
0-5)7:10 p.m.
San Diego (Jackson 3-2) at Tampe Bay (Snell
3-5), 7:10 p.m.
Milwaukee (Anderson 7-10) at Chimps Cubs
(Hammel 12-5), 8706 p.m., 2nd gems
SL Louis(Gems 9-8) at Houston(Much" 7-11),
510 p.m.
Washington (Gonzalez 8-9) at Colorado (Betbs
10-5), 840 p.m.
N.Y Mob (Syndergeerd 9-2) at Arizona (Shipley
2-1), 9740 p.m
Pntsburgh (Talon 3-2) at San Francisco (Semen:taw 10-8), 10.15 p.m.

SUMMER OLYMPICS
MEDALS TABLE
"Maw* fuesdri
151 of 306 total andel events
Nation
United States
Chins
&Ran
Russia
Japan
France
Australia
Ray
Germany
South Korea
Canada
RNIMIN7
NelhorMAN.
New bawd
Mak/star
South Africa
Denmark
Sweden
No Korea
Branl
Czech Republic
Spain
Switzerland
Cuba
Ltzbelustan
Colombia
Belgium
Thailand
Mann
Poland
Romania
Ethiopia
Ukraine
Croatia
Iran
Jamaica
Kenya
Slovenia
Taiwan
Lithuania
Norway
Argentina
Slovakia
Vletnam
Greece
Independent
Azerbaiian
Indonesia
Egypt
Israel
Fiji
Kosovo
Puerto NCO
Singapore
Bahrain
Grenada
Ireland
Malaysia
Philippines

26
15
15
9
7
7
6
7
8
6
2
5
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
2
2
2
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

21
13
16
11
4
8
7
8
5
3
2
3
2
6
2
5
3
4
3
2
0
0
1
1
0
2
1
1
2
1
3
1
0
0
2
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1

22
17
7
10
15
7
9
4
5
9
4
3
0
4
1
3
1
2
3
5
2
2
3
4
0
1
1
1
2
2
3
1
0
1
1
0
1
2
2
3
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Tot
69
45
30
30
26
22
22
21
17
14
13
12
9
7
7
6
6
6
6
5
5

Turkey
Venezuela
Estonia
Kyrgyzstan
Portugal
Tuning
United Arab Emma

PRO FOOTBALL
NFL PRESEASON
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
V/ I T
Pet
Miami
1 0 0 1.000
1 0 0 1.000
N.Y. Jets
Nero England
1 0 0 1.000
0 1 0 000
berth
W IT
Pet
1 0 0 1.000
8416nore
Clswand
0 1 0 .690
Pittsburgh
0 1 0 .000
Cincinnati
0 1 0 .000
5011111
W L T
Pct
Tennessee
1 0 0 1.000
1 0 0 1.000
Houston
kxlianapolis
1 0 0 1.000
Jacksormile
0 1 0 .000
West
W L T
Pct
Denver
1 0 0 1.000
Oakland
1 0 0 1.000
Kansas CIty
0 1 0 .000
San Diego
0 1 0 .000
NATIONAL CONERBOCE
Eset
W IT
Pet
Philaclaphia
1 0 0 1.000
N.Y. Giants
0 1 0 .000
Washington
0 1 0 .000
Dallas
0 1 0 .000
North
W L T
Pct
Minnesota
1 0 0 1.000
Detroit
1 0 0 1.000
Greisn Bay
1 0 0 1.000
Chicago
0 1 0 .000
South
W IT
Pct
Manta
1 0 0 1.000
Tampa Bay
0 1 0 .000
New Orleans
0 1 0 .000
Carolina
0 1 0 .000
West
W IT
Pct
Los Angeles
1 0 0 1.000
Seattle
1 0 0 1.000
San Francisco
0 1 0 .000
Arizona
0 1 0 .000
WEEK 1
Thursday's Results
Atlanta 23, Washington 17
Philadelphia 17, Tamps Bay 9
Baltimore 22, Carolina 19
N.Y. Jets 17, Jacksonville 13
New England 34, New Orleans 22
Denver 22, Chicago 0
Friday's Results
Detroit 30, Pittsburgh 17
Minnesota 17, Cincinnati 16
Miami 27, N.Y. Giants 10
Green Bay 17, Cleveland 11
Oakland 31, Anion& 10
Saturday's Results
Seattle 17, Kansas City 16
Indianapolis 19, Buffalo 18
Los Angeles 28, Dallas 24
Tennessee 27, San Diego 10
Sunday's Result
Houston 24,San Francisco 13

By DAVE CAMPBELL

The Associated Press
The NFL is still seeking an
audience with the four linebackers it's investigating for an
alleged link to performance-enhancing drugs.
The league's latest message
to James Harrison, Clay Matthews, Mike Neal and Julius
Peppers came with an ominous
and onerous threat: Answer our
questions in the next 10 days,
or start your suspension.
NFL senior vice president
of labor policy and league affairs Adolpho Birch sent a letter Monday to the NFL Players
Association.
The letter detailed a plan
to suspend the combination of
Harrison, Matthews, Peppers
and Neal if they don't speak
with the league by Aug. 25.
Their punishment would
then start the following day on
an indefinite basis, to be ended
at the discretion of Commissioner Roger Goodell once an
interview has been completed.
Birch's memo to the union
was obtained by The Associated Press, according to a person
with knowledge of the investigation who's not authorized to
speak publicly about it.
Harrison, a 14-year veteran, is a longtime leader for the
Pittsburgh Steelers.
Matthews and Peppers are
key cogs in Green Bay's defense, and Neal is currently a
free agent who spent the past

six seasons with the Packers.
Harrison, Matthews and
Peppers have been picked for
the Pro Bowl a combined 20
times.
The NFL first notified the
quartet on Jan. 11 about the investigation into a television report by Al-Jazeera featuring allegations made by Charlie Sly.
Sly worked as an intern at
an anti-aging clinic, about the
use of banned performance-enhancing drugs by several athletes including the four linebackers. Sly later recanted his
claims.
Birch, in his letter, said the
league has made "at least seven
attempts" to arrange the interviews.
Goodell's power to punish
has been a prickly issue between the NFL and the union in
recent years,so the elevation of
this dispute was not surprising
since it revolves around the potential of player discipline and
how it fits within the collective
bargaining agreement.
The stance of the players has
been steadfast in this case, refusing to be interviewed without being presented with what
they've called credible evidence.
Affidavits were sent by the
NFLPA on behalf of the players
to substitute for the interviews.
Birch dismissed each as simply
half-page statements, which
were "wholly devoid of any
detail."
Birch also said the league
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This cozy 2 bedroom. 1 bath home abounds with updates that mint be
seen to fully appreciate. You will ropy cooking meals in the kitchen
Mt its beautiful new flooring, tiled back splash. painted cabinets and
new hardware Make rnemones in the rest of the house that boasts
valuable updates that include a new roof. new septic system. double
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determined that an assertion
made in Neal's affidavit was
"demonstrably false."
Harrison said in his statement, sent to Birch July 25 by
the NFLPA, he never met nor
communicated with the source
of the report and has never violated the NFL's policy on performance-enhancing substances.
"Neither the CBA nor the
policy state that a player must
agree to an in-person interview
based upon random, baseless
verbal remarks or face discipline for a failure to cooperate
with a league investigation,"
union attorney Heather McPhee
wrote then on Harrison's behalf.
Birch cited Article 46 of the
CBA in noting the discipline
that can come for noncooperation or obstruction.
Such a suspension would be
separate from any possible future determination of violation
of the steroid policy.
"We cannot accept your unilateral assertion that the cursory, untested statements you
have submitted satisfy the players' obligation," Birch wrote.
Retired quarterback Peyton Manning was also cited in
Al-Jazeera's doping report in
December.
The NFL announced last
month it has closed its separate
probe on Manning, who granted interviews and provided all
records sought by league investigators.•
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